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INFO~ArION
"NC Co~r!Je J)eJ~ ~ fT~ft SMf'
Guest messages, Lost and Found and logo items such as
T-shirts and Riedel glassware can be found at the Gift Shop,
located in Riley Hall (#3). To reach the concierge, please call
503/883-2610 .
Hours:

WElCOME TO THE TWENTIETH
ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL PINOT NOIR
CELEBRATION

Thursday from 3:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m .
Friday from 7:30 a.m. - 8:00 p.m. (closed from noon-2:00 p.m.)
Saturday from 9:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m. (closed from noon-2:00 p.m.)
Sunday from 9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

Welcome to a weekend of international
friendship, wine, food and fun, where
winemakers and wine lovers from around
the world gather to celebrate an elusive
and wonderful gift of nature - Pinot noir.
One of the world's oldest known grape
varieties, Pinot noir is an extremely
difficult variety to grow. There are only a

C0tv'fw....e~:J SIv,..~ Serviu
A shuttle to off-campus lodging will depart Linfield at
posted times throughout the weekend. The schedule will
be posted on the sidewalk in front of Dillin Hall (#16) and
at the concierge desk in Riley Hall (#3). You will also find a
copy in your registration packet.

few regions in the world where it can be
grown successfully, and the climates and
soils of these regions are as distinctive

({oo~ke:JJ
You will be able to pick up your keys when you register. At

as the winemakers themselves. Their

the end of the weekend, please return your keys to the con

wines reflect these differences, as well as

cierge desk or in the drop boxes in Dillin Hall (#16) or to the

a common thread of care and dedication
required to transform this fickle grape
into fine wine .

Conferences office in Cozine Hall (#10). Do not leave your
keys in your room . Linfield will charge you for lost keys.

Pinot noir has enjoyed much success

reUf'M~J

since the first International Pinot Noir
Celebration was launched twenty years

the PhYSical Education Building (#34) . All campus phones

Phones are located in Dillin Hall (#16), Riley Hall (# 3) and

ago. The number of regions producing

require a calling card for long-distance calls. Please press

Pinot noir wines, and the number of
excellent Pinot noir producers worldwide,

"9" to dial out, and be sure to include the area code for
local calls .

has grown apace with the increase in
overall quality and public appreciation of
Pinot noir. It is a shared passion that con
tinues to inspire th is annual celebration,
where winemakers from four continents

811iU~ NI1~erJ
Refer to the Linfield map in the centerfold of this program.

and both hemispheres bring their wines
to explore and enjoy.
This year we gather once again, not in
competition, but in the spirit of friendship
and the common pursuit of Pinot noir in
all its grand diversity.

Save the date! The Twenty-First Annual International Pinot Noir
Celebration will be held at Linfield College, July 27-29, 2007.
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WUI\.e Servu.e D~r~
3:00 - 6:00 p.m.

MeAL!

~E(r'Sr~nON
on the patio of Riley Hall (#3)

A selection of wines will be brought to your table by the
maitres d'hotel during the meals. While there is always plenty
of wine, there are usually no more than twelve bottles of any
single wine. Those wines which are small in quantity and high
in demand will be circulated among the tables by the maitres

7:30 - 8:30 a.m.

d'hotel so as many people as possible will have the chance to

~E(r'Sr~r'ON

taste each wine.

on the patio of Riley Hall (#3)

The maitres d'hotel for the 2006 International Pinot Noir
Celebration are distinguished sommeliers and wine stewards
from across the nation who donate their time to insure our
guests' fine service. Please feel free to ask them about the

7:30 - 9:00 a.m.

Co~~ BreAk/AIt
on the patio of Riley Hall (#3)

wines. Our thanks to them for their outstanding efforts on
behalf of this event. A special thank you to Riedel Crystal for

8 :30 - 9:00 a.m.

OfENIN(r CE~EMoN'ES

providing stemware throughout the weekend.

Linfield Commencement Green (#1)
Remington Norman welcomes you to the
Celebration followed by the Introduction of
the Featured Winemakers.
Megan Ankrum

Bryan Hill

Allegri Wine Shop

Braso Restaurant

Portland, Oregon

Seattle, Washington

Frederick Armstrong

Arabee Koch

In Good Taste

Food Front

Portland, Oregon

Portland, Oregon

Vanessa Bazzan i

Erica Landon

Pinocchio

The Heathman Restaurant & Bar

Portland, Oregon

Portland, Oregon

Matt Berson
Portland, Oregon

Jeff LindsaY·Thorsen

Jim Biddle

Nick ' s Italian Cafe
McMinnville, Oregon
Tom Bean

Cascadia
Seattle, Washington
Megan Moffat

Cafe Soriah
Eugene, Oregon

Carafe

Chris Murphy

Portland, Oregon

Eddie Martini's

9:00 a.m.

(rro",-p Up
After the Opening Ceremonies, guests will
divide into two teams: Group A and Group B.
For more details, see pages 6 -7.
9: 0 0 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

(r~OUf

A

Group A boards the buses outside Dillin Hall
(#16) promptly at 9:00 a.m. for the Biographies
of Burgundy seminar and vineyard tour (see
page 6 for details) . Afterward, you'll sit down with your
Visiting Burgundian host to an intimate winery luncheon

Wauwatosa, Wisconsin

created by one of our Featured Guest Chefs. Friday's

Andino

Tysan Pierce

culinary touring company includes:

Portland, Oregon

The Herbfarm

Ken Collu ra

Brad Cowin

The Sea Grill
New York, New Yor k

Woodinvill e, Washington

Jack Czarnecki, The joel Palmer House Dayton, Oregon

Phil Pratt

Allen Routt, The Painted Lady Newberg, Oregon

21

Club

New York, New York

Molly Schaefer Priest Portland, Oregon

C Restaurant

Savanna Ray

Dustin Clark, Wildwood Portland, Oregon

Vancouver, British Columbia

Mama Mia Trattoria

Jason Stoller·Smith, The Dundee Bistro Dundee, Oregon

Tom Doughty

Kinn Edwards

Portland, Oregon

Big River

Keith Shulsky

Stu Stein, Sustainable Kitchen Portland, Oregon

Corvallis, Oregon

Wineberries

Adam Bernstein, Adam's Place Eugene, Oregon

Jessica Endsworth

The Wine Cellar
Portland, Oregon
Cyril Frechier

Rover' s
Seattle, Washington
Jamie Garret

Bluehour
Portland, Oregon

Hanover, New Hampshi re
Michael Stiller

Tina's

9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

Dundee, Oregon

Portland, Oregon

(r~OUf B
Group B remains on campus for the Course of Two Decades:
New Warld Pinal Nair seminar inside Dillin Hall (#16) and the

Jeffrey Wilson
Newberg, Oregon

Following the seminar, Guest Chefs Maria Hines (Earth &

Juan Valdez

D.F.

Jeff Groh

Ron Wolfe

London Grill at The Benson Hotel

The Painted Lady

Portland, Oregon

Newberg, Oregon

Kiyallah Heatherstone

Cote Zenon
Eugene, Oregon

"Science Fair" held on the Memorial Fountain Lawn (#53).
Ocean, Seattle, WA), Ethan Stowell (Union, Seattle, WA)
and John Sundstrom (Lark, Seattle, WA) create a lavish
Twenty Years of Pinot Alfresco Luncheon to be enjoyed out·
doors on the charming Linfield campus at noon in the Oak
Grove (#59). For more details, see pages 6 . 7.

r

off C~"1/ J)~
8ic:JrAfAUJ 1 8'1 r:J'1MJ:

2002 Cuvee "Lollapalooza" Fiddlestix Vineyard, Sta. Rita Hills

Fiddlehead Cellars
Winemaker, Kathy joseph

Board the bus number corresponding to
your nametag at 9:00 a.m. sharp in front of

2004 "Dundee Hills" Estate

Dillin Hall (#16). Travel through Willamette

Lange Estate
Winemaker, jesse Lange

Valley Wine Country to an Oregon
destination vineyard. Enjoy a stroll

2002 Eldridge Estate

amongst the vines alongside the

Eldridge Estate
Winemaker, David Lloyd

Burgundian wine maker with whom
you'll spend the day.

2003 Ata Rangi
Ata Rangi Vineyard
Winemaker, Clive Paton

Step inside the winery to listen in on an
interview and discover how the guest
Burgundian began his or her journey as a

2003 Estate
Bouchaine Vineyards
Winemaker, Michael Richmond

vigneron . Through the course of an

•

intimate conversation , your Oregon host
will draw out the struggles and successes

2004 Reserve
Argyle Winery
Winemaker, Rollin Soles

of your guest Burgundian, giving you a
portal into the life of a wine maker in the
birthplace of Pinot noir.

Pwt SC-U"'-U Fw:

Afterward, enjoy a "progressive" lunch at

10:30 a.m., Memorial Fountain Lawn (#53)
Our Featured Winemakers from the New World have
identified the six most pivotal advancements in Pinot
noir winemaking and will pour wines to illustrate these
(r)evolutionary changes .

the winery; at the end of each course, our
star winemaker hosts will move from table
to table, so you'll have a chance to dine
with each of them.

'MJe~ YeArJ

o~ C~"1/ J)~

1 PwtAlfreJ(.O L'1Nko~

Noon, located in the Oak Grove (#59) on Friday and on the
Intramural Field (#60) on Saturday.

,Ae CO'1rJe 1,MJO J)eweJ:
New World Pinot Noir - 9:30 a.m., Dillin Hall (#16)

In honor of the Twentieth Annual I PNC, Featured

For twenty years , winemakers from the New World (and
Old) have been congressing at the IPNC to share ideas,

Winemakers will be unearthing Pinot treasures from out
of their cellars and onto your table to experience how New

informally workshop their wines and enjoy Pinot.
Leslie Sbrocco will moderate a panel discussion and

World Pinot noir has developed over the last two decades.
Three spotlight chefs from the Pacific Northwest will

blind tasting with winemakers from Pinot's most

collaborate to design a culinary encounter worthy

prosperous homes outside of Europe.

enough to accompany wines spanning twenty vintages.

FrVl~ feffw"" ww...ef to be f()"treA ~Ae:
2001 Bryan Creek Vineyard, Yamhill County

Adelsheim Vineyard
Winemaker, David Adelsheim
2001 Bergstrom
Bergstrom Wines
Winemaker, josh Bergstrom
2002 Meredith Estate

Merry Edwards Wines
Winemaker, Merry Edwards
2004 Estate
TarraWarra Estate
Wine maker, Clare Halloran
2004 Alma Rosa, Sta. Rita Hills
Alma Rosa Winery and Vineyards
Winemaker, Richard Sanford
2004 TeMuna

Craggy Range
Winemaker, Steve Smith

9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

FrVt~ jWA""U U;~eA ...

6-~OUf

3:00 - 5:00 p.m.

Group B boards the buses outside Dillin Hall (#16) promptly

AFiE~OON Acrlvlnes - YO'1r CMtu
All guests will reunite on campus where a selection of
activities and small·group presentations include (all located
near Riley patio #3, unless otherwise noted):
Naptime Location: Your Choice
Attack of the Clones What do the numbers "115" and " 777"
have to do with Pinot? A lot according to David Lloyd and
other growers who are planting these new "clones" of Pinot
in their vineyards. Will they revolutionize Pi not? Located in
Murdock Hall room 105 (#13)·
Alt ernative Approaches to Growing A wi nemake r·hosted
tasting of Pinot noir wines that are organic, biodynamic and
L.I.V.E. certified.
Barrel Firing See and smell the difference as Rick DeFerrari
of Oregon Barrel Works demonstrates over an open fire
how he bends and toasts barrels made from oak grown in
Hungary, France, America and Oregon.

8

at 9:00 a.m. for the Biographies of Burgundy seminar and
vineyard tour (description on page #6). Afterward, you'll sit
down with your visiting Burgundian host to an intimate win
ery luncheon created by one of our Featured Guest Chefs.
Saturday's culinary touring company includes:
Cathy Whims, Nostrana, Portland, Oregon
Lisa Schroede r, Mama Mia Trattoria, Portland, Oregon
Fernando Divina, Tendrils at SageCliffe, Quincy, Washington
Tama ra Murphy, Brasa, Seattle, Washington
John Neumark, Serafina, Seattle, Washington
Rob Pando, Red Star Tavern & Roast House, Portland, Oregon
Jeff Nizlek, Silver Grille, Silverton, Oregon

9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

6-~OUf

A

Group A remains on campus for both the Course of Two
Decades: New World Pinot Noir seminar inside Dillin Hall

(#16) and the "Science Fair" held on the Memorial Fountain
Lawn (#53). Following the seminar, Guest Chefs Morgan

6 :00 - 8 :00 p.m.

Brownlow (c1arklewis, Portland, OR), Vitaly Paley (Paley's

ALF~esCO iASnN6

Place, Portland, OR) and Stephanie Pearl Kimmel and
Rocky Maselli (Marche, Eugene, OR) create a lavish Twenty

on the patio of Murdock Hall (#13)
Upon arrival at the tasting, you will be presented with a
special gift from Georg Riedel, in celebration of Riedel
Crystal's 250th Anniversary.
Featured Pinots from the 2003 vintage will be poured by
the winemakers . (Note: winery name signs at each table
indicate the page number in this program where the winery

is described and Featured Wine is indicated.)
8:00 -11:00 p.m.

iH~EE SiA~ F~ENCH: iHE 6-AANf) f)INNE~

Years of Pinot Alfresco Luncheon to be enjoyed outdoors
on the charming Linfield campus at noon in the
Intramural Field. (For more details see pages 6 - 7) .

3:00 - 5:00 p.m.

AFiE~OON ACilVlnES - YO'1r CMtu
All guests will reunite on campus where a selection of
activities and small-group presentations include (all located
near Riley patio #3 unless otherwise noted):
Return of the Clones
Join the winemakers for a side-by-side tasting of Pinots

Intramural Field (#60)
In honor of the birthplace of Pinot noir enjoy dinner served

grown from a variety of the different clones discussed in

outdoors, created by three acclaimed French chefs:
Philippe Boulot (The Heathman Restaurant, Portland, OR),

Alternative Apporaches to Growing
A discussion of organic, biodynamic and L.I .V.E. certified

Thierry Rautureau (Rover's, Seattle, WA), and

viticulture, hosted by Richard Sanford. Located in Murdock

Friday's presentation.

Pascal Saut on (Carafe, Portland, OR).

Hall room 105 (#13).

SHUiiLE SE~VICE
Shuttles to off·campus lodging will depart from the east

Coffee Anyone?
By this point in the weekend, you'll know first-hand why
coffee plays a crucial role at IPNC. Marie Franklin will show

corner of Riley Hall (#3) at posted times after dinner. For

you how the nuances of coffee roasting are almost as com

taxi service call Shamrock Taxi at 503/472-5333 (available

plex as making Pi not noir. Riley Hall, room 201 (#3).

24 hours a day).

Jazz and Iced Tea
Soak your feet in a kiddie pool and cool off with iced tea

S~rA~, !""~ 1~
7:30 - 9 :00 a.m.

CONnNENiAL 8~EA/(FASi
on the patio of Riley Hall (#3)

9:00a.m.

6-rO'1e Up

and jazz from the Warren Rand Trio_
Naptime Location : Your Choice

5:30 -7:30 p.m.

ALF~ESCO

iASnN6

on the patio of Murdock Hall (#13)
Featured Pinots from the 2004 vintage will be poured by
the winemakers. (Note: winery name signs at each table

Today, Group A and Group B switch group events. For more

indicate the page number in this program where the winery

specific details, see pages 6 - 7.

is described and Featured Wine is indicated.)

7:30 -11:30 p.m.

,fUtJ)','ONAL NO~11fWES, SALMON SAKE
In the Oak Grove (#59)
(Note: you must present your pink Salmon Bake ticket,
included in your registration packet, at the entrance
to be admitted to this event. Your name badge will
not be sufficient.)
A much-loved tradition of the IPNC, wild salmon is prepared
native Northwest style on alder stakes over a huge
custom-built fire pit. An ocean of wine from all over the
globe will accompany an extravagant outdoor buffet
designed by Mark Hosack (Hudson's, Vancouver, WA),

2:00 - 5:30 p.m.

IPNC'S PASSPOItT TO PINOT
in the Oak Grove (#59)

WelM~

to tAe I~r~1I\AL f'iv...ot

Noir Ceubrdio#'\,!

Frank Ostini (The Hitching Post, Buellton, CAl,

DeSigned especially for those who did not attend the full

Charles Ramseyer (Ray's Boathouse, Seattle, WA) and

three-day event, this walk-around tasting includes all the

Roger Sprague and company (Depoe Bay Chamber of
Commerce, Depoe Bay, OR) with desserts by chef

featured Pinot nair wines. (Note: winery name sign at each
table indicates the page number in this program where the
winery is described.)

instructors Charles Drabkin and Emily Moore (Edmonds
Community College, Edmonds, WA)_ After dinner, enjoy
dancing under the stars in the lantern-lit Oak Grove.

The afternoon will start with a grand tasting of the 2003

SHurrLE SE~VICE

vintage, poured by thirty-one of our Featured Winemakers.

Shuttles to off-campus lodging will depart from the east
corner of Riley Hall (#3) at posted times after dinner.
For taxi service call Shamrock Taxi at 503/472-5333
(available 24 hours a day).

Mid-day you'll take a break to be introduced to master of
ceremonies Remington Norman and to all seventy of our
winemakers who have traveled from around the globe
to meet you and show you their wines . Following the
introductions, return to the tasting to explore the diversity
of another thirty-nine wines, this time from 2004. Take
advantage of this rare opportunity to meet the winemakers
who crafted these outstanding Pinot nair wines .

10:00 a.m. - noon

Sf'A~KLlN(" FINALE S~UNCH
Dillin Hall (#16)
The Celebration concludes with a sumptuous brunch buffet
of favorite dishes from several of Oregon's most popular

The wines will be accompanied by culinary delights from
Chefs Ricardo Antunez (La Rambla, McMinnville, OR),
Ken Forkish (Ken's Artisan Bakery, Portland, OR),

restaurants, served with a selection of sparkling Pinot nair

Pierre Kolisch (juniper Grove Farm, Portland, OR),

wines. IPNC President Rob Stuart will close the Celebration

Laura Ohm (Grand Central Baking Co., Portland, OR),

with a toast to fond memories, a safe journey home and
plenty of good Pinot nair in your future .

Billy Schumaker (D.F., Portland, OR), Marco Shaw (Fife,
Portland, OR), John Taboada (Navarre, Portland, OR), and
Cheryl Wakerhauser (Pix POtisserie, Portland, OR).

Guest Chefs include:
Alexis Bakouros
Alexis Restaurant, Portland, Oregon
Leif Benson
Timberline Lodge, Timberline, Oregon
John Gorham
Simpatica Catering, Portland, Oregon
Hiroshi Kojima
Bush Garden, Portland, Oregon
Nick Peirano
Nick's Italian Cafe, McMinnville, Oregon
Sparkling wines to be served with brunch will be:
Dumont Pere et Fils Brut NY
Jean Laurent Blanc de Noirs NY
R. Stuart & Co. Rose d'Or NY

10
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ELDRIDGE ESTATE

lE (LOS JORDANNE

120 Arthurs Seat Road , Red Hill, Victoria 3937

2540 South Service Road

tel: 61/ 3 5989 2644 fax : 61/ 3 5989 2644
Represented by David Lloyd

Jordan, Ontario LoR 150

Featured wine : 2004 Eldridge Estate

tel: 905/562-9404, fax : 905/562-9407
Represented by Thomas Bachelder and Mary Delaney
Featured wine : 2004 Single Vineyard

Eldridge Estate was planted in 1986 on old red basalt-based
volcanic soils. Owners Wendy and David Lloyd strive to craft

Le Clos Jordanne, a unique Burgundy-Canada partnership,

wines of excellence that are true representations of their

combines the best of New and Old World winemaking with
the goal of creat ing wines destined to become the "Grand

vineyard. The average yield over the last 11 years is 1.3 tons
per acre. The largest release of Pinot noir was 380 cases

Crus" of Niagara. A joint venture between Boisset from

from 2001 and the smallest was 70 cases from 2002 vintage

Burgundy, and Vincor International of Canada, Le Clos

of which two are being featured this weekend. In 1996

Jordanne is a 52 -hectare (128-acre) certified organic

Wendy and David started an extensive grafting program
which will be finished in 2006. The aim was to ensure that

estate winery located on the limestone-rich Jordan Bench .
Taking Burgundy's tradition as inspiration, the goal is

the vineyard had a mix of clonal types best suited to the

concentrated , elegant, perfumed world-class wines that

soil, aspect and location of the vineyard . There are now five

speak of their sense of place. ViniculteurThomas Bachelder,

clones of Pinot noir, five clones of Chardonnay and one of

born and ra ised in Quebec, has been with the project since

Gamay. The vineyard is run by David Lloyd without recourse

the first vintage in 2003, after previous stints in Oregon

to paid workers. David also makes the wine . The vineyard

and Burgundy. His assistant, Isabelle Meunier, also hails
from Quebec by way of Burgundy.

is run on the concept of precision viticulture, which means
that it is picked as the individual patches of fruit attain
physiological ripeness. Accordingly in 2006, 20 separate

QUAilS' GATE ESTATE WINERY

batches were made. The result will be a total of 800 cases

3303 Boucherie Road
Kelowna, BC VIZ 2H3

of wine divided across seven batches of wine.

TARRAWARRA ESTATE
5 Green 51. Northcote 3070, Victoria

tel : 800/420-WINE, fax : 250/769-3451
Represented by: Tony Stewart and Grant Stanley
Featured win'=! : 2004 Family Reserve

tel: 61/ 3 5962 3311, fax : 61/ 3 5962 3887
www.tarrawarra.com _au

Quails' Gate Estate Winery, located in the heart of the

Represented by Clare and Dominique Halloran

Okanagan Valley, is a family-owned estate winery and has

Featured wine: 2004 Estate

been producing wines since 1989. The Stewart family has
been involved in the Okanagan wine industry for over 50

TarraWarra Estate was originally planted in 1983, with the
vineyards extended over a 17 year period to the current 29
hectares of Pinot noir and Chardonnay. The location near
Healesville in the Yarra Valley allows early ripening for the
region. The wines are made entirely from their property,

years. Named British Columbia Winery of the Year for 2004
by Wine Press Northwest, it consistently wins awards for
the quality of its wines and is best known for its Family
Reserve Pinot noir and Chardonnay. Open year round to
visitors, the winery prides itself on its tasting room ,

with the older vines used in the Estate label Chardonnay

offering personalized, hands-on tours, and on its

and Pinot noir. The vineyard is managed to yield about

restaurant, Old Vines, offering creative cuisine and a
fantastic view.

five tons per hectare, with vines varying from 3,000 per
hectare to 2,500. The fruit is handpicked and destemmed,
with fermentation in three to five ton fermenters. Cap work
depends on the season. Wines are pressed out at dryness
and malolactic fermentation occurs naturally in barrel. They
produce around 3,000 cases under the TarraWarra Reserve
label, and 15,000 under the TarraWarra Tin Cows label.
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FrAII\.U - 8'1r~'1MJ
VINA LEYDA
Av. Apoquindo 3401, Oficina 3 2
Las Condes, Santiago
tel: 56/ 22340002, fax: 56/ 2 23 12 510

MAISON AMBROISE
Rue de l'Eglise, 21700 Premeaux-Prissey
tel : 33/ 3 80 62 30 19, fax: 33/ 3 80 62 38 69
Represented by Bertrand and Fran~ois Ambroise

www.leyda.cI
Represented by Gustavo Llona and Rafael Urrejola

Featured wine: 2004 NUits-St.-Georges, Vieilles Vignes

Featured wine: 2005 Lot 21

The Ambroise family settled in Premeaux-Prissey, near

Viiia Leyda was established in 1997 by the Fernandez
family in the newly appointed Leyda Valley appellation
within the San Antonio province. After evaluating the
area's potential, an investment was made to build an 8 km
pipeline to bring water from the Maipo River to the vineyard
site. The valley's semi-arid Mediterranean coastal climate
includes moderately rainy winters and dry summers. After
three years of development, the first harvest was

Nuits-St.-Georges, 300 years ago. Bertrand Ambroise
studied viticulture and winemaking and then traveled to
Champagne and Cognac to learn the approaches of other
regions . In 1987, he created the house of Ambroise, a
negociant that also draws on the family's forty acres, which
includes two Premiers Crus in Nuits-St.·Georges. They now
produce 11,000 cases a year with bottlings of Chardonnay
and Pinot noir. Bertrand views winemaking as a dialogue
between traditionalists and modernists.

celebrated in 2001. Leyda has planted a total of 216
hectares divided into Pinot noir, Sauvignon blan c,
Chardonnay and Merlot. Leyda's future plan is to start
producing new grapes representative of the climatic
conditions found in the valley: Syrah, Riesling,
Sauvignon gris, GewUrtztraminer and Cabernet franc.

DOMAINE D'ARDHUY
Clos des Langres, 21700 Corgoloin
tel : 33/3 80 62 98 73, fax: 33/3 80 62 95 15
Represented by Carel Voorhuis
Featured wine : 2004 Savigny ler Cru "Les Peuillets"
Domaine d'Ardhuy is located at the very heart of Burgundy,
in the Cotes de Nuits, at the border of the Cote de Beaune.
It is settled in the Clos des Langres, which has been known
for the quality of its wines since the monks of the Abbaye
de C'teaux planted the vineyards in the 10th century. The
d'Ardhuy family has been managing this 45-hectare estate
for three generations. The vineyards stretch from
Puligny-Montrachet to Gevrey·Chambertin and produce
over forty different wines, including several Grands Crus,
including Clos de Vougeot, Corton Charlemagne, Corton
Renardes , Corton Pougets, Corton Combes, Corton Clos du
Roi, and Corton Hautes Mourottes. The average production
of the domaine is 24,000 cases.

1)

DOMAINE DE L'ARLOT

BOUCHARD PERE ET FILS

Premeaux, 21700 Nuits-St.-Georges

Au Chateau, 21200 Beaune

tel : 33/3 80 61 01 92, fax: 33/3 80 61 04 22
Represented by Olivier and Florence Leriche

tel: 33/3 80 248024, fax: 33/3 80 24 97 56
Represented by Philippe and Michele Prost

Featured wine: 2004 Clos des Forets, Saint Georges

Featured wine: 2004 Beaune Greves Vigne de l'Enfant jesus

Located in the Cote de Nuits, 2 km south of Nuits-St.

Founded in 1731, the House of Bouchard Pere et Fils

Georges, Domaine de l'Arlot took its name from the "Clos
de l'Arlot", a 10-acre vineyard surrounding the house. The

was owned by the family for nine generations until 1995
when they passed the helm to the Henriot family from

French insurance group AXA bought the estate in 1987

Champagne, whose history as vineyard owners goes
back to the 17'h century. joseph Henriot is committed to

and is the sole owner of the 33-acre vineyard. Domaine
de l'Ariot is also a development company that rents the

establishing Bouchard Pere et Fils to the standard for fine
Burgundies. To date, the House of Bouchard Pere et Fils is

vineyards and premises. Manager jean-Pierre De Smet

the most prestigious owner in the Cote d'Or with properties

shares this responsibility with Lise judet, co-owner
and partner, and Olivier Leriche, technical director. The
vineyards are mainly situated around Nuits-St.-Georges
(Clos de l'Arlot, Clos des Forets Saint Georges) as well as in
the Vosne -Romanee (Les Suchots, Romanee Saint Vivant).
There are many old vines (some 50 years or more) with an
average age of 30 years. Today the vineyard management
is mainly organic with a biodynamic approach.

DOMAINE CHARLES AUDOIN

that expand over 325 acres of vineyards, out of which 30

I

acres are in Grand Cru vineyards and 185 acres are located
in Premier Cru vineyards.

DOMAINE PASCAL BOULEY
Place de l'Eglise, 21190 Volnay
tel: 33/3 80 2161 69, fax: 33/3 80 2166 44
Represented by Pascal, Renee-Christiane and Pierrick Bouley
Featured wine: 2004 Volnay Premier Cru "Clos des Chenes"

7, rue de la Boulotte, 21160 Marsannay-Ia-Cote
tel: 33/3 80 52 34 24, fax: 33/380587434
Represented by Cyril Audoin and Ronnie Sanders
Featured wine: 2003 Marsannay, Les Longeroies

This family domaine covers 10 hectares (25 acres), spread
among the villages of Volnay, Pommard, Beaune and
Saint-Romain . Grapes are harvested entirely by hand,
and vinification remains traditional. This yields wines

Domaine Charles Audoin is located in the Marsannay
appellation just south of Dijon, which is known as the
"Gateway to Burgundy." The domaine began in 1972 with
just 3 hectares of vines. Along with his wife, enologist
Marie-Fran~oise

Audoin, Charles Audoin has since built up

their domaine to 14 hectares. Their son Cyril has been on
board since 2000, and together they are continuing the
Burgundian tradition of respecting the

terroir. Their vines on

average are 45 years old. In the winery, they bottle without
fining or filtering and produce about 4,000 cases annually.

that are powerful yet pure, well structured for long-term
cella ring, and very expressive of their individual

terroirs.

The wines are raised 18 months in French Oak, about 20%
of which is new. All wines are bottled on the estate. For
five generations, the know-how and joys of wine have
been passed down from father to son. Now comes the
sixth generation, as son Pierrick has joined the domaine
beginning with the 2005 vintage.

DOMAINE DU CHATEAU DE CHOREY

DOMAINE DROUHIN-LAROZE

13 A Rue des Moutots, 21200 Chorey-les-Beaune
tel : 33/380240639, fax: 33/3 80 24 77 7 2

20, rue du Gaizot, F-21220 Gevrey-Chambertin

Represented by Benoit Germai n
Featured wine: 2003 Beaune 1er cru Vignes Franches

tel : 33/3 80 34 3149, fax: 33/3 80 518370
www.drouhin-laroze.com
Represented by Philippe Drouhin
Featured wine: 2004 Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru "Au Closeau"

In the late 19 th century, Pierre Germain, Benoit's great-great
grandfather bought the Chateau de Chorey, the vineyards
of Beaune and the nI!gociant "Poulet pere et fils"_ In 19 6 8,

In 1850, jean Baptiste laroze set up a winery in Gevrey

after Benoit's grandfather jacques Germain died, his son

Chambertin. He was succeeded by Felix, and in 1919 his
daughter, Suzanne, married Alexandre Drouhin, creating

Fran~ois sold the nt?gociant, took charge of the family
estate and bought the parcels of Pernand Vergelesses and

by Philippe Drouhin . Vine growing methods are based

Chorey_ In 1989, after a year of winemaking in Australia and

the name Drouhin-laroze. Today the estate is managed

Oregon, Benoit started working for the do maine_ He bought

on respect for the soil and adapting ancestral methods to
modern techniques. Every year, Philippe strives to combine

a new winery in 1993 and took over the vineyards and cellar

elegance, strength, delicacy and aromatic richness while

and began to use organic growing methods_ A year after
adding a parcel of Mersault, he began running the entire

the wines produced . His passion, skill, rigor and willpower

estate in 2000 and since 2003 his wife, jaqueline has been
working with him _

respecting the varietal's and terroir's own expression of
contribute to the estate's excellent public image, the best
ambassador for which still remains the wine itself_

DOMAINE CLERGET

DOMAINE DUPONT-TISSERANDOT

10 Ancienne Rn, 21640 Vougeot

2 Place des Marronniers, Gevrey-Chambertin

tel: 33/380628737, fax : 33/3 80628437
Represented by Christian and Isabelle Gerget
Featured wine : 2003 Chambolle Musigny 1er cru les Charmes

tel : 33/3 80 34 10 50, fax : 33/3 80 58 50 71
Represented by Patricia and Didier Chevillon

In 1987, Christian Gerget took over his family's vineyard
estate, six hectares, from his father, Georges Gerget and

Featured wine: 2003 Gevrey ler Cru "lavaux SL Jacques"
In 1990, Marie-Fran~oise GuiHard and Patricia Chevillon

his uncle Michel Gergel. Christian studied at the Beaune

succeeded their parents, Gisele and Bernard Dupont
Tisserandot, marking the fourth generation at their family's

School of Viticulture, where he obtained his diploma in
viticulture and wine appreciation _He is not only passionate

estate. While the Domaine spans 20 hectares over 20

about his career, but also drawing_Christian Gerget and

majority of the holdings are in Gevrey-Chambertin. In

generation of winemakers located in

addition to Gevrey-Chambertin villages, three 1er Crus

his wife are the

11th

appellations from Marsanny to Savigny-Ies-Beaune, the

VougeoL Seven appellations are produced on the estate,

(lavaux St.Jacques, Cazetiers and Petite ChapeHe)

mainly Chambolle-Musigny, Chambolle-Musigny 1er cru les

are produced. Grand Crus Charmes and Mazis are also

Charmes, Vougeot 1er les Petits Vougeot and Echezeaux
Grand Cru. Christian is a winemaker who brings a lot of care

produced . Since 1995, winemaking has been in the hands
of Didier Chevillon, Patircia's husband_ Didier has taken the

and energy to his vineyard. No grape is left unattended , and

venerable property to new heights of quality and recognition .

each parcel of land is studied so as to produce the highest
quality. In the vineyard , nothing is done casually. The wine
harvest is entirely manual and bottled on the estate without
filtration or fining_ The wines share an intensely pure
expression of Pinot noir from their respective origins.

DOMAINE FOUGERAY DE BEAUCLAIR

DOMAINE HUBER-VERDEREAU

44, rue de Mazy, 21160 Marsannay-Ia-Cote
tel: 33/3 80 52 2112, fax: 33/3 80 58 73 83

11, rue Mareau, 21630 Pommard
tel : 33/3 80 22 5150, fax: 33/3 80 22 48 32

www_fougeraydebeauclair_fr

www.huber-verdereau.com

Represented by Patrice and Valentin Ollivier

Represented by Thiebault Huber

Featured wine: 2003 Bonnes Mares, Grand Cru

Featured wine: 2004 Volnay Robardelle

In 1972, Jean-Louis Fougeray created Domaine JeanLouis Fougeray from a vineyard passed down from his
grandfather. Over the years, this domaine grew to 25 acres

In 1994, Thiebault Huber created Huber-Verdereau from a
vineyard passed down from his grandfather (less than 3
hectares). Prior to that time, Thiebault was a sommelier

of vineyards, from Marsannay to Savigny-Ies-Beaune.

in a famous restaurant on the beautiful Cote d'Azur. Over

In 1986, Jean-Louis partnered with Bernard Clair to form
Domaine Fougeray de Beauclair. Now this estate owns

the years, this domaine grew to 6.70 hectares of vineyards,

over 54 acres of vines, and bottles the only Bonnes Mares
originating from the Morey St.-Denis side of this Grand Cru.

production is 3,200 cases of handcrafted red and white
wine. Committed to good stewardship of the land as well

The current annual production is 10,000 cases of red, white,

as to making excellent wines, Thiebault has been producing

rose, and Aligote. Patrice Olliver has been wine maker since

organic wines since 2001 and biodynamic wines since 2005.

1999. The domaine also started a new wine house in the
Languedoc in 1999 and produces both whites and reds AOC
and vin pays de I' herault, totaling about 8,000 cases .

from Volnay to Puligny-Montrachet. The current annual

DOMAINE LUCIEN JACOB
21420 Echevronne
tel: 33/3 80 21 52 15, fax: 33/3 80 21 55 65

DOMAINE MICHEL GROS

Represented by Jean Michel and Christine Jacob

7 Rue des Com manes, 21700 Vosne-Romanee
tel : 33/3 80 61 04 69, fax: 33/3 80 61 22 29

Featured wine : 2004 Beaune ler Cru "Les Toussaints"

Represented by Michel Gros and Georgia Tsouti

Louis Jacob created the Domaine Lucien Jacob, cultivating

Featured wine: 2003 Vosne-Romanee
ler Cru Clos des Reas "Monopole"

not only his vines, but also raspberries and black currants.
He expanded from the small village of Echevronne by

Michel Gros started to work for his father on the family

Vergelesses. His son, Lucien Jacob, developed the family

purchasing land in Savigny-Ies-Beaune and Pernand
estate in 1975 when he finished his studies at Beaune
Viticultural High School. He made the wines for Domaine
Jean Gros and at the same time started his own domaine

vineyards during the 1960'S by participating in research into
the evolution of Pinot noir clones with a view to producing
wines of great quality, loyal to their terroir. Today, two of

by buying two hectares in Bourgogne Hautes Cotes de

Lucien's children, Jean Michel and Chantal, together with

Nuits. Today, he runs a domaine of 19 hectares including

Christine, Jean Michel's wife, manage the Domaine which

appellations from Nuits st. Georges, Vosne Romanee,
Chambolle Musigny and Clos Vougeot. At the International

km from Gevrey-Chambertin to Beaune. Annual production

Wine Challenge, Michel won the very prestigious title of
"Best Wine Maker of the Year" two years in a row (2002
and 2003) and the "Best Pinot Noir of the Year" with the

has increased its holdings to 17 hectares spread over 40
is 9,150 cases of red, white, and rose wines together
with 4,000 cases of soft fruit liqueur (Cremes de cassis,
framboise and mOre).

2001 vintage wines.
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New'1-eAlAM
DOMAINE EARL CATHERINE
ET CLAUDE MARECHAL

ATA RANGI

6, Route de Chalon, 21200 Bligny les Beaune

PO BOX43
Martinborough

tel : 33/3 80 2144 37, fax : 33/3 80 26 85 01
Represented by Catherine and Claude Marechal

tel: 64/6 306 9570, fax : 64/63069523
www.atarangi.com

Featured wine: 2003 Savigny les Beaune "Vieilles Vignes"

Represented by Clive Paton
Featured wine : 2003 Ata Rangi

Created in 1981, this domaine now cultivates 10 hectares

Ata Rangi, 'dawn sky, new beginning', is located in

of vines spread throughout six communes of the Cote

Martinborough at the southern end of New Zealand 's
North Island . The area is characterized by very low rainfall,

de Beaune. In order to limit yields, achieve appropriate
maturity and preserve the richness of the terroir, Domaine

naturally low yields, and a free draining, uplifted river

EARL Catherine et Claude Marechal avoids using chemical

terrace and is home to the finest vineyard sites. Founded

fertilizers , applies the technique of cluster thinning and

in 1980, the vineyard is owned and managed by Clive

harvests the grapes by hand . Upon arrival at the winery,

Paton and his wife Phyll Pattie, and Clive's sister Alison .

clusters are carefully sorted and 100% destemmed.

Martinborough is a charming rural village located at the
southern end of the North Island . This small area planted

Alcoholic fermentation takes place thanks to natural
yeasts from the terroir. In order to extract the maximum

to the vines accounts for only 2% of New Zealand's wine

concentration, maceration lasts over 20 days. Once

production. The ripening season is extended due to cool

pressed, wines are funneled into oak barrels for a period of

nighttime temperatures. Heat summations are typically

12 to 18 months. During this time, they are aged on the lees

excellent for structured and complex Pinots.

so as to encourage the expression of their aromas as well
as finesse and fullness.

CRAGGY RANGE
8 Avenue de la Gare, 21220 Gevrey-Chambertin

253 Waimarama Road
Havelock North

tel : 33/3 80 518113, fax: 33/3 80 34 16 74
Represented by Regine and Alexandrine Roy

tel : 64/ 6 873 7126 fax: 64/ 6873 7141
Represented by Steve Smith and Adrian Baker

Featured wine: 2004 Gevrey-Chambertin " Clos Prieur"

Featured wine : 2004 Te Muna Road Vineyard Pinot

DOMAINE MARC ROY

Domaine Marc Roy has been in the family for three

Craggy Range specializes in producing expressive single

generations. The estate includes nine acres of Pinot noir

vineyard wines from the most prestigious winegrowing

and one acre of Chardonnay, producing about 1,800 cases
annually. Owner/Winemaker Marc Roy inherited his love for

from their own vineyard estates in the cool climate district

vineyard management and winemaking from both his father

of Martinborough and in the much warmer Gimblett
Gravels Winegrowing District in Hawkes Bay. The wines are

and grandfather. Marc's wife Regine manages the sales and

regions of New Zealand. The wines are largely sourced

reception of guests at the winery. Daughter Alexandrine ,

presented in two ranges, a Vineyard Designated Collection

though working vintage 2004 in Australia and 2005 in New
Zealand is wine maker at the estate since 2003 . Assisted

of intensely flavoured single varietal wines; and a Prestige

by her father, her aim is to produce the best wine by giving

Collection of individually named wines that are the most
complete expression of their vineyards and winema king

intensive attention to the soils, bringing about low yields of

style, made in limited volumes . Respect for winema king

top quality. Traditional winemaking processes yield wines
that reflect Gevrey's specific and unique terroir.

wine comes from , but the most modern cellars the world

tradition is important; it is where the heart and soul of great
has to offer are needed to preserve quality. Craggy Range's
state of the art winery makes this possible.
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ARISTA WINERY
7015 West Side Road
Healdsburg, California 95448
tel : 707/473-0606, fax: 707/473 -0635
www.aristawinery.com
Represented by Mark McWilliams and Leslie Sisneros
Featured wine : 2003 Toboni Vineyard

ALMA ROSA WINERY & VINEYARDS

Founded in 2002 in Sonoma County, Arista Winery focuses
on Pinot noir with many small offerings, each an expression

201 C Industrial Way

of an outstanding local vineyard. Above all, they are

Buellton, California 93427

devoted to the potential of Pinot noir from the Russian

tel: 805/688-9090, fax: 805/688-9001
www_almarosa.com

River Valley. Partners John Copeland and AI McWilliams
are developing the Arista Estate on the benchlands above

Represented by J. Richard Sanford

the scenic Westside Road, planting vineyards and building

Featured wine : 2004 La Encantada Vineyard , Sta. Rita Hills

a winery and public tasting room. They are collaborating
with local growers whose grapes consistently meet the

Pioneer winegrowers in the Sta. Rita Hills AVA since 1971,

high standards for vineyard-designated wines. Emphasis

Thekla and Richard Sanford are pleased to present the

is always placed on vineyard site, viticultural practices,

first wines from their new winery, Alma Rosa Winery &
Vineyards . With over 30 years of winegrowing experience

and commitment to producing wine grapes at the highest
level of quality and balance. Arista's wines have deep, rich

in this region , the Sanfords believe this new beginning

fruitiness. Produced in small lots of several barrels, the

gives them a greater opportunity to honor the unmistakable
relationship between the health of the soil, the energy of

wines are deliciously balanced with fruit, tannins, acidity
and oak in harmonious proportion. Production is currently

the vines, and ultimately the soul of the wine . With over

less than 3,000 cases with the majority being Pinot noir and

100 acres of certified organic vineyards, the Sanfords
will continue to focus on excellence in Pinot noir and

bone-dry Gewiirztraminer.

Chardonnay and on producing wines with extraordinary

AU BON CLiMAT

balance and depth_ In addition to Pinot noir and

PO Box 113

Chardonnay the 2004 vintage also offers a Pinot gris for

Los Olivos, California 93441

a total case production of 7,000. The 2005 vintage will
include a Pinot blanc and a Pinot noir-vin gris (a dry rose)

tel: 805/937-9801, fax: 805/937-2539
www.aubonclimat.com

for a projected case production of 17,000.

Represented by Jim Clendenen and Steve Acronico
Featured wine : 2003 Knox Alexander Estate Grown
Upon graduating from the University of California at Santa
Barbara in pre-law, Jim Clendenen visited Burgundy and
Champagne, which convinced him to attempt a career in
wine instead of law. After three harvests in both Australia
and Burgundy, Jim started his own winery in 1982. Au Bon
(limat, which means "a well-exposed vineyard," has grown
to over 30,000 cases and has an international reputation
for its Pinot noir, Chardonnay and Pinot blanc. In 1989 and
again in 1990, Au Bon Climat was on Robert Parker's short
list of "Best Wineries in the World ." Food & Wine magazine
named Jim "Winemaker of the Year" in 2001 and one of the
world's "50 Most Influential Winemakers" in 2004. Also in
2004, Wein Gourmet, Germany's leading wine magazine,

named Jim "Winemaker of the World."

BEAULIEU VINEYARD

BOUCHAINE VINEYARDS

PO Box 219

1075 Buchli Station Road

Rutherford, California 94573

Napa, California 94559

tel: 707/967-5200, fax: 707/963-5920
www.bvwines.com

tel: 800/654-9463 (WINE) fax: 707/ 265-7721
www.bouchaine.com
Represented by Michael Richmond and Jeff Coyle

Represented by Joel Aiken
Featured wine : 2003 Reserve, Carneros

Featured wine : 2004 Carneros Estate

The deep roots of Beaulieu Vineyard were first planted

Established on the site of the oldest continually-operated

back in 1900, when founder Georges de Latour noticed
similarities with his native Bordeaux and declared the

winery in the Carneros, Bouchaine Vineyards is situated
in the southern end of the Napa Valley. Located just north

Napa Valley ideal for winemaking. He followed up on this

of the San Pablo and San Francisco Bays, the vineyard

belief by planting vineyards in Rutherford with grafted,

is directly influenced by the marine layer that rolls in

phylloxera-resistant French vines. The Cabernet sauvignons

each night. The shallow clay loam soils are perfectly

that de Latour crafted from these grapes gave the world
its first taste of California's promise as a world-class

suited to Pinot noir and Chardonnay and Bouchaine was
ground breaking in the production of these varietals in

winema king region. In 1938, de Latour hired the young
Russo-French enologist Andre Tchelistcheff, who would

the early 1980'S. The winemaking team guided by noted

become California's most distinguished winemaker.

Richmond, is a fusion of seasoned veterans and youthful

Tchelistcheff served as a superb teacher to Beaulieu
Vineyard's current Vice President of Winemaking, Joel Aiken.

innovation. This year Bouchaine released the 2004 Estate
Pinot noir, their featured wine for the 2006 IPNC. These

Carneros Pinot noir and Chardonnay vintner Michael

Arriving at the Beaulieu Vineyard in 1982, Aiken upholds

estate vines were replanted in 2000 on a rock and gravel,

the winery's tradition of excellence while nurturing the

clay and loam slope that is destined to offer Pinot with

evolution of new ideas and techniques .

depth and power, grace and elegance.

BONACCORSI WINE COMPANY

CHALONE VINEYARD

PO Box 5248
Santa Monica, California 90409-5248

PO Box 518
Soledad, California 93960

tel : 310/994-3207, fax: 805/456-3856
www.bonawine.net

tel: 831/678-1717, fax: 831/678-2742
Represented by Dan and Kathleen Karlsen

Represented by Jenne Lee Bonaccorsi and Maria Delgado
Featured Wine: 2003 Fiddlestix

Featured wine : 2004 Estate Grown
A pioneer in the California wine industry, Chalone Vineyard

Bonaccorsi Wine Company and set out to produce wine

began in 1919 in an area so distinctive, it was granted its
own American Viticulture Area. The winery and appellation

in the Sta. Rita Hills AVA, a new appellation that Michael

sit at 1,800 feet; 1,500 feet above the Salinas Valley.

believed had tremendous untapped potential. From that
first vintage, their goals have been to utilize ongoing

The label depicts the extinct volcanoes of the Pinnacles
National Monument that border the vineyard in the Gavilan

improvements in winema king techniques and to find the

Mountain Range of Monterey County, just northeast of

best quality vineyards on the central coast. The Bonaccorsi
Wine Company strives for complex, concentrated and

Soledad. The 189-acre vineyard is rich in limestone and
benefits from spare, well-drained land, limited rainfall and

delicate wines. Even with Michael Bonaccorsi's untimely

low crop levels. This produces wines with full bouquets

death in 2004, the standard continues to be not only to

and hedonistic flavors unique to this vineyard . The winery

maintain the quality of the wines, but to surpass it.

has been under present ownership since 1965 and now

In 1999, Michael and Jenne Lee Bonaccorsi formed the

produces 35,000 cases a year of Chardonnay, Pinot noir,
Pinot blanc, and Chenin blanc.
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DAVID BRUCE WINERY

FIDDLEHEAD

21439 Bear Creek Road

1597 East Chestnut Ave.

Los Gatos, California 95033

Lompoc, California 93436
tel: 805/ 742-0204 fax: 805/ 742-0205
www.fiddleheadcellarS.com

tel : 408/399-5802, fax: 408/395-5478
www.davidbrucewinery.com
Represented by David Bruce and jeannette Bruce
Featured Wine: 2003 Santa Cruz Mountains, Estate bottled

Represented by Kathy joseph and Tom Doyle
Featured wine : 2004 Cuvee Lollapalooza, Fiddlestix
Vineyard , Sta . Rita Hills

David Bruce Winery has earned an international reputation
throughout more than four decades for its dedication in

Kathy joseph thrives on the Pinot noir challenge.

producing great Pinot noir. The 16-acre David Bruce Estate
Vineyard is located high in the Santa Cruz Mountains.

Seventeen years after Fiddlehead's inception, she continues

Founded in 1964 David Bruce Winery uses fruit from its
own Santa Cruz Mountain Estate Vineyard as well as fruit

with infectious zest as winemaker, farmer and head
"fiddletalker". Kathy is proud owner of Fiddlestix Vineyard
in the Santa Rita Hills, and also relishes her Oregon Pinot

from diverse appellations throughout northern and central

noir creations. Sustainable farming, the taste of the place,

California. Production of Pinot noir constitutes two-thirds

and creating wines that respect the palate are signature

of the wine ; other varieties include Syrah, Petite Syrah,

attributes in her limited 3,000-case Pinot production .

and Chardonnay.

FREEMAN
DOMAINE ALFRED
7525 Orcutt Road
San Luis Obispo, California 93401
tel : 805/ 541-9463 fax: 805/546-2744
www.domainealfred.com
Represented by A. Terry Speizer and Mike Sinor

P.O. Box 1556
Sebastopol, California 95472
tel : 415/ 831-4756 fax: 415/831-4756
www.freemanwinery.com
Represented by Ken and Akiko Freeman
Featured wine: 2003 Akiko's Cuvee

Featured wine: 2004 Califa
Hailed by Wine Spectator as "a new star using Sonoma
merged with innovative approaches and blessed by the

grapes," the family-run Freeman Vineyard & Winery crafts
elegant, cool-climate Pinot noir and Chardonnay using

wonders of the central California coast. Located in the

fruit from some of the most acclaimed Sonoma Coast and

Domaine Alfred was born from a tradition of excellence,

heart of the Edna Valley, its goal is to make world-class

Russian River vineyards. After researching and visiting

wine. Domaine Alfred produces 3,000 cases of Pinot noir,

over 200 individual sites, searching for hillside locations

Chardonnay, Pinot gris, and Syrah, all unfiltered and from
estate fruit, aged in French oak. Fruit is sourced from the

with coastal fog, Goldridge soil, proper clonal selection

Chamisal Vineyard, which has a history of producing top

and stressed vines producing low yields of nuanced fruit,
Ken and Akiko Freeman assembled their coveted portfolio

quality grapes for over 30 years. Because of the fame

of partner vineyards. USing this world-class palette of

of these grapes, Domaine Alfred lets them dictate the
winema king process, making every year different.

fruit, the Freemans, together with celebrated wine maker
Ed Kurtzman, create handmade, small-lot Pinot noirs
embodying the region's lush, concentrated complexity and
distinctive sense of place.

HANDLEY CELLARS

MERRY EDWARDS WINES

3151 Hwy 128

830 Den Beste Court, Suite B
Windsor, California 95492
tel : 707/838'9950, fax: 707/838'9951

Philo, Californ ia 95466
tel : 800/733'3151, fax: 707/895'2603.
www.handleycellars.com
Represented by Milia Handley and Andrea Lederle
Featured wine: 2003 Anderson Valley
In 1982, Milia Handley founded Handley Cellars in Anderson
Valley, one of northern California's coolest growing
regions. Milia's approach to winemaking stresses the
integrity of the vineyards in which the grapes were raised .
Her Anderson Valley Pinot Noir truly renects its terroir.
Employing sustainable farming practices has been part
of her approach for many years, and in 2005 Handley's
Anderson Valley Estate Vineyard was certified organic.
Total production is 15,000 cases. In addition to Pinot noir,
Handley Cellars produces Chardonnay, sparkling wines,
Gewlirztraminer, Riesling, Sauvignon blanc, Syrah,

www.merryedwards.com
Represented by Merry Edwards and Ken Coopersmith
Featured wine : 2003 Klopp Ranch , Russian River Valley
In 1997, Merry established Merry Edwards Wines to make
Pinot noir from the finest vineyards in Sonoma County's
Russian River Valley and Sonoma Coast regions. Living her
dream, she and her husband Ken now own two vineyards,
Meredith Estate and Coopersmith. They partnered with
several dedicated local growers to supplement this estate
production. In addition to two regional blends and six
vineyard·designated Pinot noirs, production now includes
a small amount of barrel·fermented Sauvignon blanc. Her
handcrafted wines are available only direct from the winery
and in fine restaurants throughout the United States.

Viognier, and ZinfandeL

SAINTSBURY
KELLER ESTATE
5875 Lakeville Hwy
Petaluma, California 94954
tel : 707/765'2117, fax : 707/765'2118
www.kellerestate.com
Represented by Michael McNeill and Ana Keller

1500 Los Carneros Avenue
Napa, California 94559
tel : 707/252'0592, fax : 707/252'0595
www.saintsbury.com
Represented by Jerome Chery and Richard Ward
Featured wine : 2004 Carneros Brown Ranch Estate Bottled

Featured wine : 2004 La Cruz Vineyard
Keller Estate established itself in the Sonoma Coast

Saintsbury was named in honor of George Saintsbury,
English man of letters and professor who is best known

Appellation in 1999 and was the first winery in the Petaluma
River Valley. The Keller family planted th e La Cruz Vineyard

The winery was founded in 1981 by winemakers Richard

in 1989, beginning with 13 acres of Chardonnay. In 1994,
three acres of Pinot noir were added, and by 2001, another

to wine lovers as the author of Notes on a Cellar Book.
Ward and David Graves, their objective being pretty

72 acres of vines were planted. In total, nine clones of

straightforward: Dick and Dave were going to disprove
the notion that California Pinot noir was "only marginally

Pinot noir are grown in two distinct elevations, exposures,

different from jug reds". Three styles of Pinot noir are

and soil types along with four clones of Chardonnay, and

produced: "Garnet" is a fresh, lively wine; " Carneros" is a

small amounts of Syrah and Pinot gris. In 2003 a beautiful,

more classic rendition and , with the planting of Saintsbury's

state·of·the·art, gravity now winery was built. Winemaker
Michael McN eill has over 16 years of experience making

Brown Ranch vineyard in 1991, the winery now produces a
small but very special bottling of this Pinot noir. They also

Pinot noir from many great California and Oregon vineyards.

specialize in Chardonnay, which is fermented and aged in

McNeill's approach to winema king emphasizes balance,
elegance and texture allowing for true vineyard expression.

barrels coopered in Burgundy.

The La Cruz Vineyard also supplies grapes to several top
Pinot noir producers in California including Flowers, W.H.
Smith, Landmark, and Testarossa. Winery production
is at 8,000 cases.

uvUh'{ stAte!
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SONOMA COAST VI NEYARDS

ADEA WINE COMPANY

696 Elliott Lane

26421 NW Highway 47

Sebastopol, California 95472

Gaston, Oregon 97119

tel: 707/874-1993 fax: 707/874-9226
www.sonomacoastvineyards.com

tel: 503/662-4509, fax: 503/662-3259
www.adeawine.com

Represented by John Drady and Anthony Austin

Represented by Dean and Ann Fisher

Featured Wine: 2003 Sonoma Coast Vineyards

Featured wine : 2004 Dean-o's Pinot, Willamette Valley

On the far western edge of the Sonoma Coast AVA, Sonoma

Dean and Ann Fisher fell in love with the Pinot noir grape

Coast Vineyards has identified an area that produces fruit

in the late 1980'S. In 1990, they planted Pinot noir at
their home. An acronym for members of the Fisher family

that is perfectly suited for producing wines of unique
character from a limited number of "cold climate" varietals .

(Ann, Dean, Erica and Adam), ADEA is a boutique winery

This area is west and slightly south of the Russian River

located in Yamhill County focusing on production of wines

Valley AVA and lies 3-5 miles from the Pacific Ocean
positioned at the highest elevations encountered moving

of the North Willamette Valley's premium terroir. Blending
the fruit from varying soils, elevations, microclimates and

inland from the coast. The challenges of growing fruit in

clones is essential to creating wines that express all that

this dramatically cold region are demanding but well worth

the Willamette Valley has to offer. From 1995 to 1998,
Fisher Family Cellars roomed with the Medici winery,

the risk, as it offers the potential for producing wines of
exceptional complexity and elegance. Their inaugural 2002
vintage was winemaker Anthony Austin's 31St vintage.
Anthony's "cold climate" winemaking skills are perfectly

turning a hobby into the real thing. ADEA moved to their
permanent location in 2002 after spending two years at
the Lemelson Vineyards winery.

suited for their efforts on the "Extreme Sonoma Coast".
Production of Sonoma Coast Vineyard's 2003 Pinot noir

ADELSHEIM VINEYARD

was 783 cases. In addition, they are also producing small
case lots of Chardonnay, Sauvignon blanc and "true cold

16800 NE Calkins

climate" Syrah.

tel: 503/538.3652, fax: 503/538-2248
www.adelsheim.com

Newberg, Oregon 97132

Represented by David Adelsheim and Dave Paige
Featured Wine: 2004 Elizabeth's Reserve, Willamette Valley
Founded by David Adelsheim and Ginny Adelsheim
in 1971, the winery began with a 15-acre site on the
southern slopes of the Chehalem Mountains. After 28
vintages, Adelsheim is largely an estate-grown winery,
with 170 acres of vines and a case production of 27,000.
The winery's vineyard approach intensely focuses on
sustainability, management of soil nutrition, drought
stress and crop size. Winemaker Dave Paige applies great
passion for balance to the craft of their fruit-driven, richly·
textured wines. Adelsheim Vineyard produces several
tiers of Pinot noirs, an intriguing line of white wines
including Chardonnay, Pinot gris, Pinot blanc, Tocai Friulano,
Auxerrois, a Rose, and a dessert Pinot noir, Deglace.
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AM ITY VI NEYARDS

ARGYLE WINERY

18150 Amity Vineyards Road

PO Box 280

Amity, Oregon 97101

Dundee, Oregon 97115

tel: 503/835-2362, fax: 503/835-6451
www.amityvineyards.com
Represented by Myron Redford and Vikki Wetle

tel: 888/427-4953, fax: 503/538-2055
www.argylewinery.com
Represented by Rollin Soles and Allen Holstein

Featured wine : 2003 Sunnyside

Featured wine : 2003 Nuthouse

In 1974, winemaker Myron Redford came to Oregon
with a dream to build a winery that would specialize in

Established in 1987, Argyle Winery long ago discovered
the importance of encouraging their grapevines to use

Burgundian-style Pinot noir. He has supplemented his

the Willam ette Valley's limited sunlight and heat for flavor

on-the-job training with short courses and seminars at

production. In cooler vintages, the fruit flavors benefit

both the University of California, Davis and Oregon State
University. An innovator and iconoclast, he was the first

sparkling wine production, while warmer vintages feature
riper flavors for table wines of Pinot noir and Chardonnay.

in the United States to produce a sulfite -free wine from

In addition to winemaking, Argyle farms over 500 acres of

organically grown grapes in 1990. Tired of the heavy new

some of the best vineyard spots in the Red and Eola Hills.

oak flavor in many Pinot noir wines, Myron uses no oak,

This focus on farming vintage-driven wines from great sites is

relying on the natural traits of the grapes for body and

the cornerstone to Argyle's full spectrum of prestigious wines.

structure. In 1993, Myron grafted over his Chardonnay to
Pinot blanc believing that Oregon's future lay in its Pinots:

BELLE VALLEE CELLARS

noir, gris and blanc.

804 NW Buchanan Avenue
Corvallis, Oregon 97330

ANNE AMIE VINEYARDS
6580 NE Mineral Springs Road

tel: 541/757-9463 (WINE), fax: 503/210 -0780
www.bellevallee.com

Carlton, Oregon 97111

Represented by Joe Wright and Kenneth (Mike) Magee

tel : 503/572-8380, fax: 503/217-5799
www.anneamie.com

Featured win e: 2004 Grand Cuvee

Represented by Craig Camp and Scott Huffman

Belle Vallee Cellars is located in downtown Corvallis, in the

Featured wine: 2003 Hawk's View Vineyard

heart of the Willamette Valley. Belle Vallee Cellars
Pinot noir and Pinot noir Port wines are Willamette Valley

Anne Amie Vineyards is dedicated to making exceptional

appellation. The philosophy of winema king at Belle Vallee

wines with character driven by the vineyards of their birth.

Cellars is defined by the art of the blend . Some wineries

The wines are made under the guidance of veteran Oregon

focus on single vineyards and showcase what that vineyard

winemaker and viticulturist Scott Huffman, who has over
20 years of experience in the Willamette Valley. Huffman

has to offer. Belle Vallee's style is different. They seek to
blend to a level of quality that consumers can rely on, year

began his career in the vineyards . His winemaking style,
born among the vines , is clear in his light-handed touch

in and year out. They contract with more than a dozen
different vineyards throughout Oregon. This allows them to

in the cellar where everything is done to let the individual

select from some of the top sites throughout the Willamette

character of each vineyard clearly speak. All Pinot noir

Valley, and blend the fruit together to create complex,
layered wines with depth and character beyond the reach

at Anne Amie Vineyards is farmed and vinified with a
minimalist philosophy of doing as little to the vines and
wines as possible. The wines are only moved by gravity

of any single vineyard . All of their premium red wines
are unfined and unfiltered .

flow, are neither fined nor filtered and new oak is held to a
minimum in each vintage to emphasize the personality of
each vineyard . In addition to a range of Pinot noir wines,
Anne Amie Vineyards also produces Pinot gris, Pinot
blanc and Riesling.
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1. Commencement Green
2. Melrose Hall
3·
4·
5·
6.

Riley Hall

,

Newby Hall

10.

Cozine Hall

11.

Potter Hall

12. Taylor Hall
13· Murdock Hall
14·

,/tiJ--)

Walker Hall
Pioneer Hall

Graf Hall

15· Mac Hall
16. Dillin Hall
17· Renshaw Hall
19·
20.

ObselVatory

21.

Hewitt Hall

Larsell Hall

.
0

22. Anderson Hall
23· Frerichs Hall
24· Dana Hall
Memorial Hall
27· Cook Center
28. Latourette Hall
29· Miller Hall
25.

30. Jane Failing Hall
31. Grover Hall
32. Campbell Hall
33· Whitman Hall
34·

Physical Education Building

35 · Aquatics Building

,

KKK DRIVE

3 6. Maxwell Field
37· Helser Baseball Field

...

38. Softball Field
39· Emmaus House

44· College Apartments & Office Building
45· The Suburbs
46. Soccer Field
47· Rutschman Field House

48.

HP Apartments

49·
50.

Upward Bound

55·
56.

South Hall

Michelbook House
51. Tennis Courts
52. President's Home
53· Memorial Fountain

57·
58.
59·
60.

Keck Campus Building 1
Keck Campus Building 2
Keck Campus Building 3
Oak Grove
Intramural Field
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BENTON-LANE WINERY

BETHEL HEIGHTS VINEYARD

PO Box 99

6060 Bethel Heights Road NW

Monroe, Oregon 97456

Salem, Oregon 97304

tel: 541/847-5792, fax: 541/847-5791
www.benton-Iane.com

tel : 503/581-2262, fax : 503/581-0943
www.bethelheights.com

Represented by Steve Girard and Lorne Mews

Represented by Terry and Ben Casteel

Featured Wine: 2003 Estate, Willamette Valley

Featured wine : 2004 Casteel Reserve

Benton-Lane Winery is one of only a few Willamette Valley

Planted between 1977 and 1979, Bethel Heights was one
of the first vineyards in the Eola Hills, a chain of hills in the

wineries that is not only 100% family owned, but also
produces Pinot noir entirely from their estate vineyard.

heart of the Willamette Valley. Their first wines were made

Founded in 1988 by Steve and Carol Girard, Benton-Lane
produces Silky, flavorful Pinot noir from their 130-acre

in 1984. Bethel Heights now produces around 12,000 cases

vineyard near Monroe, Oregon in the Southern Willamette
Valley. As part of their desire to minimize soil inputs, their
vineyards have been certified Sustainable and Salmon Safe

of wine each year, most of which comes from its 70-acre
vineyard. The winery produces several Pinot noir wines,
including a carefully crafted, ageworthy "Estate", and
several block-designated and vineyard-designated special

for the past five years. Benton -Lane is also the first winery

bottlings in small lots. A recent addition to this stel.lar

in Oregon to maximize wine quality to the consumer by
eliminating all cork closures. The winery recently won

collection is the barrel-selected, blended "Casteel Reserve" .

the "Best of America" award for Pinot noir from
Readers Digest magazine.

DOMAINE DROUHIN OREGON
PO Box 700
Dundee, Oregon 97115

BERGSTROM WINES
18215 NE Calkins Lane

tel: 503/864'2700, fax: 503/864'3377
www.domainedrouhin.com

Newberg, Oregon 97132

Represented by David Millman and Arron Bell

tel: 503/554-0468, fax: 503/554-0078
www.bergstromwines.com

Featured wine: 2003 Cuvee Laurene

Represented by Josh and John Bergstrom

Established in 1988 by the Drouhin winemaking family of

Featured wine: 2004 Bergstrom Vineyard, Dundee Hills

France, Domaine Drouhin Oregon's estate is comprised

Bergstrom Wines is a family owned and operated business

of 225 acres, 90 currently under vine. The vineyards are
planted on a high-density Burgundian template, which

located outside of Newberg on the southern-facing hillside

encourages greater plant competition in order to produce

of the Chehalem Mountains. With two estate vineyards

less fruit per vine. This results in greater concentration of

totaling 28 acres (all the first in Oregon to be farmed

flavors in the wines. The winery is a landmark; an eight

certified biodynamic) in the Dundee Hills and Chehalem

story facility built into the slopes high in the Red Hills of

Mountains appellations, Bergstrom Wines focuses on
farming and producing small lots of high-quality Pinot noir,

Dundee. It has four working levels that move all fruit and
wine by gravity. Production is now 12,000 cases per year of

Chardonnay and Riesling. Josh Bergstrom is general

Pinot noir and nearly 2,000 cases of Chardonnay.

manager, winemaker and vineyard manager and brings a
blend of Oregon work experience and Burgundian education
to his family's growing operation. Current production is
5,000 cases Pinot noir, 150 cases Chardonnay, and
300 cases Riesling.

ELK COVE VINEYARDS

THE EYRIE VINEYARD

27751 NW Olson Road

PO Box 697
Dundee, Oregon 97115

Gaston, Oregon 97119
tel : 503/985-7760, fax : 503/985 -3525
www.elkcove.com
Represented by Adam Campbell and Shirley Brooks

tel: 503/472-6315, fax: 503/472-5124
www.eyrievineyards.com
Represented by David and Jason Lett

Featured wine : 2004 Mount Richmond

Featured wine: 2003 Estate

Founded in 1974 by Pat and Joe Campbell, Elk Cove
Vineyards is one of Oregon's oldest and most respected

In January 1965, 25-year-old David Lett arrived in Oregon
"with 3,000 grape cuttings and a theory." It was the first

wine producers. The estate vineyard was planted in a

planting of Pinot noir, Chardonnay and related varieties in

protected valley where the namesake Roosevelt elk migrate

the Willamette Valley, and the first Pinot gris in America .
each spring. Elk Cove Vineyards proudly remains a family
The Eyrie Vineyards , founded by David and Diana Lett in
owned and operated winery. Winemaker Adam Godlee
1966, is located in the Red Hills of Dundee; the winery is
Campbell produces his wines from outstanding vineyards

in nearby McMinnville. While Jason Lett recently took over

in the Northern Willamette Valley. Elk Cove employs gravity
flow and gentle handling to protect the inherent qualities of

from his father as winemaker and vineyard manager, David
and Diana continue to be intimately involved with the wines

the estate-grown fruit. Their focus is on the Pinot "trilogy":
Pinot noir, gris and blanc. Elk Cove Vineyards has produced

The Eyrie Vineyards, in the vineyards and in the winery, is to

single vineyard Pinot noir wines since 1979. Yields are kept
to less than two tons per acre for the special reserve bottlings.

and the work at their pioneering winery. The philosophy of
interfere as little as possible with the processes of Nature
and to encourage the expression of true varietal flavors. For
almost four decades, Eyrie wines have emphasized balance,

ERATH VINEYARDS

harmony and elegance. Production is close to 10,000

9409 NE Worden Hill Road

cases, consisting mostly of Pinot noir, Pinot gris and
Chardonnay, with limited bottlings of Pinot blanc, Pinot

Dundee, Oregon 97115
tel: 800/539-9463, fax: 503/538-1074
www.erath .com

Meunier and Muscat Ottonel.

Represented by Dick and Joan Erath
Featured wine : 2003 Prince Hill, Willamette Valley

GYPSY DANCER ESTATES

Dick Erath was a pioneer who came to Oregon in the late
1960'S, driven by the belief that the future of Pinot noir
was in the Willamette Valley. Now, more than 30 years

35040 SW Unger Road
Cornelius, Oregon 97113
www.gypsydancerestates.com

later, Erath Vineyards Winery is a well-known producer of

tel : 503/628-0955, fax: 503/628-0888
Represented by Gary and Christine Andrus
Featured wine : 2004 Gary and Christine's Vineyard

excellent wines that, with wonderful flavors and textures,
demonstrate the essence of the surrounding Willamette

According to Gary and Christine Andrus, owners of Gypsy

Valley. The winery sources its grapes primarily from premier

Dancer, aside from Burgundy, there are few terroirs that

vineyards in the Dundee Hills, and notably from its Prince

make truly great Pinot noir. As a result of this belief, they

Hill, Juliard and Niederberger estate vineyards. Wine makers

have chosen two of the greatest appellations outside of

Dick Erath and Gary Horner take pride in making a range of
Pinot noir styles, from the hugely popular Oregon blend to

Burgundy known fo r producing the highest-quality Pinot
noir: the Willamette Valley, Oregon and Central Otago,

single-vineyard designate botUings. They blend the best
of innovative and traditional techniques, both i n the

New Zealand . Gary returned to making wine after a brief
retirement from his former Napa Valley and Dundee, Oregon

winery and the vineyard.

wineries. Gypsy Dancer Estates is an innovative Pinot noir
project Gary and Christine started in 2002; an exploration
of two New World appellations located in two different
hemispheres under the hands of one winemaker. The
winery is named for Gary and Christine's daughter Gypsy
Gail (nicknamed Gigi). Their youngest daughter, Romanee
Christine, lends her name to the Gypsy Dancer wine club,
Club Romy. Gypsy Dancer Estates aims to remain small
(less than 3,000 cases), quality-driven and family-oriented,
with Gary himself back in the cellar exercising his signature
winema king style.

LANGE ESTATE

MAYSARA

18380 NE Buena Vista Drive
Dundee, Oregon 97115

15765 Muddy Valley Road
McMinnville, Oregon 97128

tel : 503/538-6476, fax: 503/538-1938
www_langewinery.com

tel : 503/843-1234, fax : 503/843-3434
www.maysara.com

Represented by Wendy Mia and Don Lange

Represented by Moe Momtazi and Todd Hamina

Featured wine: 2004 Three Hills Cuvee

Featured Wine : 2004 Delara

Wendy and Don Lange founded their estate winery in

Nestled in the foothills of the McMinnville AVA,

1987 and produced 1,000 cases in their first vintage.
Since then, production has increased to 14,000 cases

Maysara's certified biodynamic vineyard captures unique

annually including more than five separate Pinot noir
wines each year. Winemaker Don Lange's program of
single-vineyard Pinot noir wines reaches across a broad
spectrum of microclimate and

terroir, and focuses on the

characteristics from some of the oldest soils in the state.
The Momtazi Vineyard, located at the winery, is tended
holistically through biodynamics to produce healthy vines
and in turn, fruit of the highest quality. Maysara wines
renect this commitment to terroir, showing a purity of

vital components of texture, structure, and balance. The

fruit and earth. The 2004 Delara, which means "captures

Lange's 45-acre estate and 6,000-square-foot winery lie in the

one's heart," is an excellent example of the possibilities of

prestigious Dundee Hills appellation surrounded by panoramic

Momtazi fruit. Leading with black cherry, pomegranate and

views of the North Willamette and Chehalem Valleys.

cassis, it showcases the cocoa and earthy characteristics

LAZY RIVER VINEYARD
PO B0X404

inherent of the vineyard. Todd Hamina is the winemaker.
Annual production is 6,000 cases.

Yamhill, Oregon 97148

PATTON VALLEY VINEYARD

tel : 503/662-5400 and 206/324-6708, fax : 206/329-1625
www.LazyRiverVineyard.com

9449 SW Old Highway 47
Gaston, Oregon 97119

Represented by Ned and Kirsten Lumpkin

tel : 503/985-3445 , fax: 503/985-0425
www.pattonvalley.com

Featured Wine: 2003 Famille Neuville Reserve

Represented by Monte Pitt and Jerry Murray
Ned and Kirsten Lumpkin bring to IPNC their 2003 Famille

Featured wine: 2003 Patton Valley Vineyard

Neuville Reserve Pinot Noir, the best seven of forty barrels
of Pinot noir from that year. The wine was made by Eric

Located in the northern reaches of the Willamette Valley,

Hamacher at The Carlton Winemakers Studio, which is

Patton Valley Vineyard was founded in 1995 by Monte
Pitt and Dave Chen . All of their efforts are focused on

co-owned by Eric and his wife Luisa Ponzi and the
Lumpkins. Lazy River Vineyard lies on a south-facing slope

expressing the character of their site in the handcrafted

of Mt. Richmond west of Yamhill. It is planted with 30 acres

estate-grown Pinot noir wines they produce. Set on a
hillside overlooking the Patton Valley outside of Gaston,

of Pinot noir, four acres of Riesling, one acre of Pinot gris
and a small plot of GewUrztraminer. The land is certified

the vineyard comprises 24 acres of densely planted

L.I.V.E. and Salmon Safe. The fruit from Lazy River Vineyard

vines. Farmed using only sustainable vineyard practices,

is sold to Panther Creek, Ponzi, Andrew Rich, Hamacher and
Soter. Bud Beck of Advanced Vineyard Systems Farms

yields are kept at or below two tons per acre to ensure
proper ripening and fruit complexity. Patton Valley's
winemaking philosophy is decidedly low-impact, with

manages the vineyard.

the foremost tenet being to handle the wine as little as
possible. New wines, from 100% estate-grown fruit go
directly into barrel following primary fermentation without
settling. They are aged on their lees and are usually racked
only once just prior to hand bottling. Current production of
Pinot noir is approximately 2,000 cases.
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PENNER-ASH WINE CELLARS

R. STUART & CO.

15771 NE Ribbon Ridge Road
Newberg, Oregon 97132

845 NE Fifth Street
McMinnville, Oregon 97128

tel : 503/554-5545, fax: 50 3/554- 66 9 6
www.pennerash.com
Represented by Lynn & Ron Penner-Ash and Chris &Tyanne Dussin

tel: 503/472-6990, fax: 503/472-7940
www.rstuartandco.com
Represented by Rob and Maria Stuart

Featured wine : 2004 Penner-Ash, Shea Vineyard

Featured wine: 2004 Autograph

Penner-Ash Wine Cellars embodies the spirit and passion
of small producers focusing on Pinot noir in the northern

staked their claim in downtown McMinnville by taking over

Willamette Valley. After working for some of Napa's premier

R. Stuart & Co. was founded in January 2002 when the team
an old granary in the neighborhood affectionately known
as the "Pi not Quarter." This team includes Winemaker Rob

wineries and Rex Hill Vineyards in Oregon, winemaker Lynn
Penner-Ash and her husband Ron started Penner-Ash Wine

Stuart, his wife Maria who manages public relations and

Cellars in 1998. In the winery, the focus is on small lot,
indigenous yeast fermentation with extended cold soaks to

collaborates with Trish Rogers on sales and marketing,
as well as resident "champagne-ophile" Frank Blair. They

extract a rich, fruit-focused, textured mouth feel. Although

source fruit from their favorite vineyards around the state

the focus is Pinot noir, Penner-Ash also produces limited

including Temperance Hill, Melrose, Courting Hill and

quantities of Syrah and Viognier sourced from the warmer
growing regions of the Rouge River Valley and the Columbia

Goldschmidt and make only the wines they love: Pinot noir,

River Gorge. The new sustainably-designed three-level

Pinot gris, and most recently the long awaited sparkling

gravity-flow winery building is sited within their estate

wine, "Rose d'Or." The R. Stuart & Co. wines are made in
the classic Rob Stuart style: true to the fruit each vineyard

vineyard, Dussin Vineyard, named after business partners

offers, graceful, honest and warm. They call their blended

Chris and Tyanne Dussin .

Pinot "Autograph," as they consider it the quintessential

PONZI VINEYARDS

the Big Fire label, a whimsical reflection of their passion for
new adventure and, of course, for wine.

Rob Stuart Pinot noir. Their everyday Pinots are bottled with
14665 SW Winery Lane
Beaverton, Oregon 97007
tel: 503/628-1227, fax: 503/628-0354
www.ponziwines.com
Represented by Maria Ponzi Fogelstrom and Nancy Ponzi
Featured wine : 2004 Reserve
For more than three decades, wine pioneers Dick and
Nancy Ponzi have set the standard for Oregon's viticultural

REX HILL VINEYARDS
30835 N. Highway 99W
Newberg, Oregon 97132
tel: 800/739-4455, fax: 503/538-1409
www.rexhill.com
Represented by Ryan Harms and Paul Hart
Featured wine: 2003 Jacob-Hart Vineyard

innovation while maintaining an unwavering commitment
to a tradition of winema king excellence. The second
generation now carries on the family philosophy. Formally

An avid collector of Old World Burgundies, winery founder

educated in Burgundy, second generation winemaker Luisa
Ponzi combines her European training with her father's

wine country in Oregon in 1982. In its inaugural vintage,

world-class expertise to continue the signature Ponzi style,

Paul Hart applied his understanding of terroir to New World
Rex Hill Vineyards introduced three single-vineyard Pinots
(Archibald, Dundee Hills and Maresh) and a critically

earning international respect for its Pinot noir, Pinot gris,

acclaimed Willamette Valley Pinot Noir. Top notch single

Pinot blanc, Chardonnay, Dolcetto, Arneis and Riesling.

vineyard Pinot noir continues today with limited bottlings of

The family owns over 100 acres of certified sustainable

Jacob-Hart, Maresh and Seven Springs. In addition to these

vineyards in the Chehalem Mountains. Their focused
vineyard program encompasses the integration of old vines,

a Reserve label Pinot noir.

new plantings, diverse clones, and varying soils and sites
with the most current viticultural techniques.

limited bottlings, Rex Hill also features both an Oregon and

SILVAN RIDGE

ST,INNOCENTWINERY

27012 Briggs Hill Road

1360 NE Tandem Avenue

Eugene, Oregon 97405

Salem, Oregon 97303

tel : 541/345-1945, fax: 541/345-6174
www.silvanridge.com

tel : 503/378-1526, fax: 503/378 -1041
www.stinnocentwine.com

Represented by Jonathan Oberlander
and Elizabeth Chambers

Represented by Mark and Vickianne Vlossak
Featured wine: 2004 Shea Vineyard

Featured wine: 2004 Willamette Valley
Founded in 1988 by Mark Vlossak, its winemaker and
Established in 1979, Hinman Vineyards introduced
the Silvan Ridge reserve line of wines in 1992. As the
oldest winery in Lane County, they have over 25 years of
experience sourcing grapes from vineyards throughout
Oregon. They are very fortunate to have an excellent

president, st. Innocent produces vineyard-designated
Pinot noir, Chardonnay, Pinot gris, and Pinot blanc. They
work closely with eight outstanding northern Willamette
Valley winegrowers to fine tune the viticultural practices
in each vineyard block managed for SI. Innocent. Their

family of growers to work with . Silvan Ridge offers reserve

goal is to most clearly reveal the individual terroir of each

bottlings from selected vintages, varietals and vineyards.
Through careful vineyard cultivation and management,

site; the unique qualities of each vineyard that define the

vinification of small, separate lots, and judicious blending,

winema king emphasizes wine's place at the dinner table:

they handcraft rich, full flavored, well-balanced wines.

complex and balanced flavors, a backbone of acidity,
and the ability to reveal complex layers with aging.

textures and flavors of the wine from those sites. The

SOLENA CELLARS

St. Innocent is named for Mark's father, John Innocent

213 S. Pine Street

Vlossak, who introduced his son to the pleasures of fine

Carlton, Oregon 97111

wine. St. Innocent's yearly wine production is 6,500 cases.

tel: 503/852-0082, fax: 503/852-9553
www.solenacellars.com

STOLLER VINEYARDS

Represented by: Danielle Andrus-Montalieu
and Laurent Montalieu

15151 NE Stoller Road

Featured wine: 2004 Domaine Danielle Laurent

tel: 503/864-3404 fax: 503/864-2580
Represented by owners Bill and Cathy Stoller and Melissa Burr
Featured wine: 2003 Estate

After years in the Oregon wine industry, Laurent Montalieu
and Danielle Andrus-Montalieu came together to create
an exciting new family-operated winery. Solen a, the

Dayton, Oregon 97114

combination of two names that signify the sun and the

Stoller's first vines were planted in 1995. The 130-acre
vineyard is part of a 373-acre parcel located on the

moon, is the name given to the couple's daughter. The

southern slopes of the Dundee Hills. This particular knoll

winery first opened its doors in May of 2002 and began

is fondly known as "Corton Hill" by local winegrowers,

its national debut with its 2003 vintage Pinot noir and

referencing its similarity to the famed wraparound hillside
in Burgundy. Their first wine release was the Stoller

Pinot gris, at which point production grew from 1,000
to 4,000 cases. The 80·acre estate, Domaine Danielle
Laurent, is covered in densely planted Burgundy clones,
and is carefully managed to produce low-yielding vines
and high-quality fruit. The couple explores all aspects of
viticulture, including biodynamics, in order to create a
wine marked by the site.

Estate 2001 Pinot Noir. Now, 11 years later, they have
come full circle with the completion of Oregon's first and
only LEED-certified, solar-powered, gravity-flow winery.
Stoller Vineyards is dedicated to producing premium
Pinot noir and Chardonnay.

TORII MOR

WILLAMETTE VALLEY VINEYARDS

18325 NE Fairview Drive

8800 Enchanted Way SE

Dundee, Oregon 97115

Turner, Oregon 97392

tel: 503/538-2279, fax: 503/538-2239
www.toriimorwinery.com

tel: 503/588-9463, fax: 503/588-8894
www.villamettevalleyvineyards.com

Represented by Donald & Margie Olson and Jacques Tardy

Represented by Jim Bernau and Forrest Klaffke

Featured Wine: 2004 Olson Estate Vineyard

Featured wine: 2004 Signature Cuvee

Since its inception in 1993, tiny lots of handcrafted,

Led by winegrower Jim Bernau, Willamette Valley Vineyards

vineyard-designated Pinot noir have been the focus at

was founded in 1983 by thousands of Oregon wine

Torii Mor. Founded by Donald Olson, M.D., the winery was

enthusiasts united by a dream to create a world-class

initially a small project that was intended to showcase the

winery with wines expressive of the unique character of the

fruit from his vineyard, planted in 1972. The wine at Torii

Willamette Valley.

Mor is intended to show its color, bouquet, fruit forward

Valley Vineyards as one of "America's Great Pinot Noir

Wine Enthusiast has named Willamette

cherry-blackberry, soft mouth feel, and a long, lengthy

Producers". Tualatin Estate Vineyard was purchased from

finish. In the cellar, the fruit is handled minimally in small

pioneering winemaker Bill Fuller in 1997, which included

lots with constant attention from Winemaker Jacques Tardy.

some of the oldest Pinot noir vines (planted in 1973) in

The resulting wine, as with life, exhibits balance and harmony. .

Oregon. The people of Willamette Valley Vineyards are

VAN DUZER VINEYARDS

natural means to promote soil nutrition and vine health.

deeply committed to being good stewards of the land, using
11975 Smithfield Road
Dallas, Oregon 97338

WITNESS TREE VINEYARD

tel: 503/623-6420, fax: 503/623-4310
www.vanduzer.com

Salem, Oregon 97304

Represented by Jim Kakacek and Carl Thoma

7111 Spring Valley Road NW

Featured wine: 2004 Estate

tel: 503/585-7874, fax: 503/362-9765
www.witnesstreevineyard .com

Nestled in the foothills of the coast range, Van Duzer is

Featured wine: 2004 "Vintage Select"

Represented by Steven W. Westby and Dennis D. Devine
among the first to benefit from cool evening breezes as the
cool ocean temperatureds are carried to the Willamette

Witness Tree believes that only by tending their own vines

Valley through the Van Duzer Corridor. The vineyards are

can they produce the finest wines, using only grapes grown

planted with a selection of clones that are perfectly suited

in their 49 acres of vineyard. Located nine miles northwest

for the location. Pinot noir vines dominate the vineyard with

of Salem, nestled in the Eola Hills, the site benefits from

seven clonal varieties, ensuring optimal maturity in addition

a southeasterly exposure, which allows the vineyard to

to the range of flavors and textures offered by the different

warm early in the morning sun and stay warm all day. The

clones each vintage . From the beginning, Van Duzer wines

vineyard is farmed using sustainable agricultural practices

have been praised for their balance and subtlety. The

and is certified by both the L.I.V.E. and Salmon Safe

grapes mature slowly over a sustained growing season,

organizations. Witness Tree Vineyard mainly produces

gaining character and nuance while preserving the crisp,

premium quality Pinot noir but also grows limited quantities

balanced character that pairs well with food.

of Chardonnay, Viognier, Pinot blanc, and Dolcetto. The
winery is owned by Dennis and Carolyn Devine. Steven
Westby, in his 12th year at Witness Tree, is winemaker
and vineyard manager.

fT'1tft SpeA.Urf
YAMHILL VALLEY VINEYARDS

Marie Franklin has been instrumental in making sure

16250 SW Oldsville Road

IPNC guests have been well-caffeinated for 15 years, first

McMinnville, Oregon 97128

via Torrefazione Italia and now with Portland Roasting
Company_ Marie entered the specialty coffee industry in the

tel: 800/825-4845, fax: 503/843-2450
www.yamhill.com
Represented by Stephen

J. Cary

Featured wine: 2003 Estate Reserve

early 1980'S before many of us had even heard of a cafe lotte.
In her varied career, she has designed and run retail cafes,
cupped coffee with many of the area's best chefs and, as a
Master Roaster, blended and roasted the beans themselves.

Yamhill Valley Vineyards was established in 1983 on a
150-acre estate in the foothills of Oregon's Coast Range
Mountains. Their family-owned winery is the oldest in

In 1995, David Lloyd and his wife Wendy founded Eldridge
Estate on an already 10-year-old vineyard in the cool climate

the recently recognized McMinnville AVA. Yamhill Valley

of Australia's Mornington Peninsula. Since then the L10yds
have grafted a total of five different clones of Pinot noir.

Vineyards makes Pinot noir, Pinot gris and Pinot blanc. From
the beginning, they have been stubbornly dedicated to the

In honor of the winery's 10th birthday (and the vineyard's

atypical characteristics of the AVA, especially the c1ay
rich site. Their goal is to capture the perfect expression of

20th!), David released a half-case Pinot noir clonal

robust intensity and charm that the unique terroir produces.

clones and one bottle of the finished blend. Inspired by the

"Our wines are different and we're proud of them"

IPNC, David also chaired the first two Mornington Pi not Noir
Celebration events.

says winemaker Stephen Cary, who also founded the
Steamboat Conference . All of Yamhill Valley Vineyard's
wines are estate-grown.

selection, which includes five bottles made from individual

After establishing himself in london as an internationally
known specialist in old and rare wine, Remington Norman
hit the wine limelight with his first book, The Great Domaines
ofBurgundy, which won the Andre Simon Prize for best wine

book of its year (1992). His second work, RhOne Renaissance,
won all three of the major UK wine-literary prizes. This
year he returns to the IPNC for a command performance;
Remington's 1997 seminar "A Burgundian Travelogue" was
one of the most well-received in I PNC history.
In 1970, with a degree in geography from UC Berkeley and
a thermometer in hand Richard Sanford set out to find
an area in California that paralleled growing conditions in
Burgundy. Playing a hunch, he planted the first Pinot noir in
what is now known as the Sta. Rita Hills AVA. Richard and
his wife, Thekla, recently separated from the winery that
bears his name and are busy creating a new winery: Alma
Rosa. Retaining his organic vineyards, Richard continues to
focus on Pinot noir, Chardonnay, environmental sustainability
and organic farming.

Leslie Sbrocco is the award-winning author of Wine for
Women and the upcoming Simple & Savvy Wine Buying
Guide (both from William Morrow). She is a regular wine

columnist for the San Francisco Chronicle, Tasting Notes
Columnist for Epicurious.com, contributor to Wine Review
Online, host of PBS television's Check Please! and wine

consultant to Kimpton Hotels. A sought-after speaker and
wine judge, Sbrocco has appeared on the Today Show and
spoke on Oprah Magazine's "Hi Gorgeous" tour.

ADAM BERNSTEIN
Adam's Place Restaurant
30 East Broadway
Eugene, Oregon 97401
tel: 541/344-6948
www.adamsplacerestaurant.com

RICARDO ANTUNEZ
La Rambla
238 NE Third Street
McMinnville, Oregon, 97128
tel: 503/435-2126
www.laramblaonthird .com

Centered in beautiful and historic downtown McMinnville,
La Rambla features traditional Spanish cuisine with a
Northwest flair. Named after Barcelona's most famous
avenue, the restaurant reflects this exotic location in its
food, service, and decor. La Rambla features an extensive
list of both hot and cold tapas combining the unique flavors
of Spain with local, fresh produce. At the helm of the
kitchen is executive chef Ricardo Antunez. From San
Francisco and the California Culinary Academy, Ricardo
has many years of professional experience and brings an
imaginative and inventive style to the restaurant.

ALEXIS BAKOUROS & GERASIMOS TSIRIMIAGOS
Alexis Restaurant
215 West Burnside Street
Portland, Oregon 97209
tel: 503/224-8577
www.alexisfoods.com

Alexis Bakouros opened Alexis Restaurant in 1981 with his
brother-in-law, Gerasimos Tsirimiagos. Alexis is a member
of a large family that emigrated from Greece to Portland.
Reminiscent of an airy taverna, Alexis Restaurant is home to
Portland's most authentic Greek cuisine. Locally renowned
for their kalamarakia, Alexis Restaurant serves over 2,000
pounds of this tender specialty weekly along with their
housemade tzatziki sauce.

LEIF BENSON
Timberline Lodge
Timberline, Oregon 97028
tel: 503/622-7979
www.timberlinelodge.com

Leif Benson has been the Certified Executive Chef of
Timberline Lodge for the past 27 years. As President of the
Oregon Chefs de Cuisine Society, he founded and managed
the Oregon Culinary Olympic Team. In 1988 and in 1992, the
team competed in Frankfurt, Germany, winning 16 medals
for their entries featuring products from the Pacific North
west. In 1997, Chef Benson was inducted into the American
Academy of Chefs for his outstanding contribution to the
culinary arts. He has served as a culinary consultant and
guest chef internationally for several past Oregon governors
and at renowned resorts and five-star hotels throughout
China, Thailand, Russia, Taiwan and the United States. In
the fall of 2002, Chef Benson's culinary program at
Timberline was featured on the PBS documentary
"The Great Lodges of America".

A native New Yorker, Adam Bernstein, executive chef
and proprietor of Adam's Place in Eugene, is a third
generation restaurateur, beginning his career at the
tender age of nine in his aunt's professional kitchen.
Chef Bernstein cooked at restaurants throughout
Colorado before attending the Culinary Institute ofAmerica
in Hyde Park, New York. He later opened his own catering
company, The Discriminating Palate. In 1992, Chef Bernstein
sold the business and relocated to Eugene. In 1996, he
opened Adam's Place, where he and his staff focus on
preparing seasonal foods that are locally farmed and
raised in a sustainable manner. He is a member of the
Lane County Food Coalition, Seafood Choice Alliance,
Slow Food and Salmon Nation and teaches classes at
Lane Community College.

PHILIPPE BOULOT
The Heathman Restaurant & Bar
1001 SW Broadway
Portland, Oregon 97205
tel: 503/790-7752
www.heathmanhotel.com

Philippe Boulot's culinary path led him from his birthplace
in Normandy, France to some of the world's finest hotels
and restaurants in Europe and the United States, including
Nikko, Nove Park Elysees, The Hilton in Paris and The Mark
in New York. Chef Boulot has received many international
accolades such as the prestigious 2001 "james Beard Best
Chef in the Pacific Northwest" award. He was inducted into
the Association des Miiitres Cuisiniers de France and the
Academie Culinaire de France, two international
organizations representing the best French chefs in the
world. In june 2005, Boulot served as Chairman for the
2005 National Congress of Master French Chefs and hosted
more than 60 master chefs at The Heathman, where he has
been the executive chef since 1994.

MORGAN BROWNLOW
clarklewis
1001 SE Water Street, Suite 160
Portland, Oregon 97214
tel: 503/235-2294
www.ripepdx.com

Although a native of Portland, Morgan Brownlow's culinary
journey began in San Francisco, where, for ten years, he
worked with various chefs including three james Beard
Award winners: Cory Schreiber at Cypress Club (whom he
would later assist with the Wildwood Cookbook, sourcing
local products and preparing menu items for the book's
luscious photographs), Tracy des jardins at Rubicon and
Paul Bertolli at Oliveto (Brownlow's recipes can be seen
in Bertolli's book, Cooking By Hand). Brownlow returned
to Portland in 2000. After meeting Michael and Naomi
Hebberoy of ripe, he became a chef of their now famous
family supper. In 2003, the three opened clarklewis, which
specializes in rustic Italian cuisine using produce and
supplies from numerous local farms and growers.

DUSTIN CLARK

FERNANDO DIVINA

Wildwood Restaurant & Bar
1221 NW 21St Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97209
tel : 503/248 -9663
www.wildwoodrestaurant.com

Tendrils at Sage Cliffe
344 Silica Road NW
Quincy, Washington 98848
tel : 509/785-3780
www.cavebinn .com

Dustin Clark says in the Pacific Northwest he has found
some of the best produce worldwide. "When I spent three
months traveling around Europe, I always compared it to
the great. frui.ts and vegetables in Oregon. Even the open-air
markets In NIce on the coast of France didn't measure up"
he says. A South Dakota native, Dustin began work in
restaurants during his teen years . At 18, he enrolled at the
New England Culinary Institute in Montpelier, Vermont, and
did one of his externships at Wildwood. "I hadn' t been
introduced to Cory Schreiber yet" says Dustin. " But when
he followed me around on my first day, he thought my
method for cooking asparagus was unusual. Then he tried
one." Cory has trusted Dustin ever since. Dustin, it's been
sa~d , has a ve.ry cerebral approach to cooking. He especially
enJoys prepanng game dishes because of the complex flavors.
Dustin was promoted to chef de cuisine in June 2006.

JACK CZARNECKI
The joel Palmer House
600 Ferry Street
Dayton, Oregon 97114
tel : 503/864-2995, fax: 503/864-3246
www.joelpalmerhouse.com

Jack Czarnecki and his wife Heidi opened The joel Palmer
House in 1997. Located in Oregon's w ine country, the
restaurant has always received outstanding reviews in Food
& Wine and The New Yark Times . After his graduation from
UC Davis, he spent a year at Cornel/' s School of Hotel and
Restaurant Management. The James Beard Foundation has
named Jack as one of the top 16 chefs in the country. He
has recently appeared as a guest chef at The james Beard
House in New York. Jack is the author of three books and
serves as a board member of the American Institute of
Wine and Food.

Tendrils is under the direction of Executive Chef Fernando
Divina, whose world-famous cuisine salutes the past and
looks to the future . Divina is inspired by the ancient
origins of food but strives for a contemporary presentation,
always looking to local ingredients for inspiration. Divina's
cookbook, Food of the Americas: Native Recipes and
Traditions has recently been presented with the James
Beard Award for best book in the category of "food of the
Americas" . Co-authored with wife Marlene, the book was
released in conjunction with the fall 2004 grand opening
of the Smithsonian Institution National Museum of the
American Indian (NMAI). His long-standing commitment
to regional produce and purveyors has dovetailed with the
Slow Food Movement and in 2000, he was nominated by
international jurors for the prestigious Slow Food Award.

CHARLES DRABKIN
Edmonds Community College
20000 68th Avenue West
Lynnwood, Washington 98036
tel: 425/640-1473
www.edcc.edu

Charles is the first intergenerational culinarian to be
featured at the IPNC. His mother, Joan Drabkin, was the
culinary coordinator from the Celebration's inception until
1999 and continues to serve as an inspiration. Growing
up in McMinnville, food, wine and a relationship with the
earth were instilled in Charles from an early age. Working
his way in through the restaurant industry, he came to
appreciate the splendors of working with foods in season.
Teaching students has given Charles a chance to share
his passion for food and wine with the next generation of
A.merica's chefs. In addition to teaching full-time, Charles
SItS on the board of the Seattle chapter of Chefs' Collaborative.

DEPOE BAY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

KEN FORKISH

P.O. Box 21, 70 NE Highway 101
Depoe Bay, Oregon 97341
tel: 877/485-8348
www.depoebaychamber.org

Ken's Artisan Bakery
338 NW 21St Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97209
tel : 503/248-2202
www.kensartisan .com

The a~thentic Northwest Native American-style Salmon
After having trained at the San Francisco Baking Institute,
Bake IS a Saturday night tradition at the IPNC. For forty
the National Baking Center, CIA Greystone, Toscana
seven years, representatives from the Depoe Bay Chamber
Saporita in Tuscany, and the Paul Bocuse Institute in
of Commerce have worked their culinary magic, cooking
France, Ken Forkish opened Ken's Artisan Bakery in
fresh Oregon Coast salmon around the 60-bY-15 foot fire
November 2001. His bakery, which is also a cafe, is known
pit, fueled with four cords of fir and alder. Roger and Linda
for organic rustic breads, classic Parisian baguettes and
Sprague; Bill Spores and Bonnie Osborne; Roger and Pat
pastries reminiscent of Paris's best. Ken buys directly from
Robertson ; Phil and Renee Taunton, Bill Ellsworth and a
Northwest growers and features local, in-season produce.
cast of volunteers have all withstood the heat of the fire
Many of Portland's finest restaurants serve Ken's bread :
each year to provide this succulent treat for guests for the
Paley's Place, Higgins, Navarre, Fife and Park Kitchen .
last nineteen IPNCs.
Ken's Artisan Bakery has been featured in Gourmet
magazine's Best Restaurants in America and in
Bon Appetit magazine. Ken will be opening a pizzeria
with a wood-fired oven in the summer of 2006 in Portland.
It will be called Ken's Artisan Pizza.

ff

JOHN GORHAM

STEPHANIE PEARL KIMMEL

Simpatico Catering
828 SE Ash Street
Portland, Oregon 97214
tel: 503/679-7807
www.simpaticacatering.com

Marchi?
296 East Fifth Avenue
Eugene, Oregon 97401
tel: 541/342-3612
www.marcherestaurant.com

John Gorham began his culinary career at the age of fifteen.
After completing an apprenticeship at the American Chef
Federation in Williamsburg, John made his way to Eugene,
Oregon. Learning all he could about charcuterie at
Cafe Zenon, he migrated to the San Francisco Bay Area,
fine-tuning his craft at Citron and LuLu. He had the
opportunity to work with former Executive Chef of Chez
Panisse, Jean-Pierre Moulle, and open Caffe Centro. After
relocating to Oregon, John was chef at Tuscany Grill,
winning "Best Italian Restaurant" from City Search. In
November 2003, John and his partner Benjamin Dyer
purchased Viande Meats and Sausage Co. John is also
hosting Simpatico, a Sunday night event at Bridge's Cafe
in northeast Portland, expressing his passion for seasonal
and local ingredients.

In 1972, Stephanie opened the Excelsior Cafe in Eugene,
pioneering a Northwest culinary movement with her use of
seasonal menus that celebrated the bounty of the region.
The Excelsior was also the first restaurant of its kind in
Oregon to feature wines of the young Oregon wine industry.
After selling the Excelsior in 1993, Stephanie explored the
regional markets and vineyards of France, further
sharpening her focus and commitment to marketoriented cooking. Later, she was chosen by King Estate
Winery to develop an intensive culinary program, where
she compiled and edited The King Estate Pinot Gris Cookbook
and The King Estate Pinot Noir Cookbook. Currently.
Stephanie is chef/owner of two restaurants in Eugene:
Marchi? and MarcM Cafe. Stephanie was nominated as
"Best Chef Northwest" by the James Beard Foundation in 2006.

MARIA HINES
Earth & Ocean at the W Seattle
1112 Fourth Avenue
Seattle, WA 98101
tel: 206/264-6060
www.earthocean.net

Chef Maria Hines fits beautifully into the culinary scene
and lifestyle of the Pacific Northwest. She knows that this
is the region in which she most wants to live and work,
having previously cooked in California, France, Washington
D.C. and New York City. What started with a west coast
beginning in 1990, ultimately brought Maria back to Seattle
in late 2003 to serve as the executive chef for W Seattle,
overseeing the culinary direction of Earth & Ocean and W
Seattle. Not long after her return, Maria was recognized by
Food & Wine magazine as one of their Ten Best New Chefs
for 2005 and in February 2006, named by Glamour magazine
as one of " 24 Women Who Could Change Your World This
Year" off the Glamour Buzz List-The New Names of '06 .

MARK HOSACK
Hudson's Bar & Grill
7801 NE Greenwood Drive
Vancouver, Washington 98662
tel: 360/816-6100
www.heathmanlodge.com

A graduate of New York's Culinary Institute ofAmerica, Mark
has been cooking in the Portland area for twelve years. As
executive chef of Hudson's Bar & Grill, he contributes his
extensive knowledge of classic American comfort foods.
He has a deep appreciation for the freshness of ingredients
available to area chefs. In addition to visiting local farmers
markets, he deals directly with local producers and growers
to procure the finest ingredients. Chef Hosack is a member
of the American Culinary Federation, has appeared as a
guest chef at the James Beard House in New York and won
the Portland Iron Chef Competition in 2003 .

HIROSHI KOJIMA
Bush Gorden
8290 SW Nyberg Road
Tualatin, Oregon 97062
tel: 503/691-9744

A Portland tradition for over 40 years, Bush Gorden serves
fine Japanese cuisine featuring delicious specialties of
sushi, sashimi, tempura and teriyaki dishes. Bush Garden
Tualatin provides lakeside, outdoor dining during the
summer with Friday concerts by the lake in July and August.
Many international visitors make this restaurant their home
away from home. Bush Garden's sushi has become a
tradition at the IPNC's Sparkling Finale Brunch .

PIERRE KOLISCH
Juniper Grove Form
2024 SW 58th Avenue
Redmond, Oregon 97756
tel: 541/923-8353

Started by E. Pierre Kolisch in 1987, Juniper Grove Farm
is a farmstead goat dairy producing 13 varieties of goat's
milk cheese . The sunny central Oregon climate, the rich
alfalfa from volcanic soils, and the continued respect for
traditional techniques learned in France all contribute to
the typicite of the cheeses. Working exclusively with their
own herd's milk, the team at Juniper Grove Farm patiently
produces raw milk cheeses such as Tumolo Tomme, Buche
and Otentique and sends their crus to destinations all over
the United States.

ROCKY MASELLI

TAMARA MURPHY

Marche Restaurant
296 East Fifth Avenue
Eugene, Oregon 97401
tel: 541/342-3612
www.marcherestaurant.com

Brasa Restaurant
2107 Third Avenue
Seattle, Washington 98121
tel: 206/728-4220
www.brasa.com

Rocky spent his earliest years on a California ranch
surrounded by fruit orchards, olive trees, livestock and
vegetable gardens. When he was ten, his family moved
to British Columbia, where Rocky could be found cooking
fresh fish, oysters and mussels at his family's marina and
seasonal restaurant. After graduating from the restaurant
management program at San Francisco City College in
1990, he worked with the French hotel company Sofitel, as
executive sous-chef for II Fornaio and as chef de cuisine at
JoBar and Rotisserie in Northwest Portland. In June of 1998,
he became chef de cuisine for Marche and was promoted to
executive chef in 2004. Rocky has inherited a rich tradition
of working with local farmers, foragers and wine producers
to bring together a seasonal, regional menu that is a perfect
marriage of Oregon bounty and French culinary tradition.
Rocky was recently selected to attend Slow Food's
prestigious Terra Madre conference in Turin, Italy this fall.

Tamara Murphy opened Brasa Restaurant in 1999 and has
since been awarded many national accolades. Tamara's
prior achievements include "Best Chef in the Pacific
Northwest" by the James Beard Foundation and "Top Ten
Chefs in America" by Food and Wine magazine. Her food
reflects what she refers to as "Mediterranean Rim Cuisine"
in which she explores Morocco, Spain and Portugal as well
as other coastal areas surrounding the Mediterranean Sea.
Brasa, meaning "live coals" in Portuguese, holds true in her
kitchen; the fires burn hot, both in her wood burning oven
and grill. The flavors created by her wood·fired cookery, her
use of regional products, and her inspirations from an area
of the world so rich in food and history are ingredients that
have made Brasa successful.

EMILY MOORE
Edmonds Community College
20000 68th Avenue West
lynnwood, Washington 98036
tel: 425/640-1473
www.edcc.edu

Known for wondrous flavor combinations and beautiful,
artful presentations, Emily Moore has received top reviews
from publications including Bon Appetit, Travel and Leisure,
The San Francisco Chronicle and The New York Times. Emily
studied in Paris at the esteemed culinary institute, L' Ecole
Jean Ferrandi, passing the national culinary boards to gain
France's Certificate d'Aptitude Professionelle (CAP) . Emily is
well-known in the Northwest for her association with many
of the area's top restaurants including Seattle's Painted
Table and Theoz, Portland's Pazzo Ristorante and Sweetlips
La Jolla Seafood Grill. In 1997, Emily began Emily's Kitchen,
a diversified, multi-service culinary company. She currently
teaches Culinary Arts at Edmonds Community College
and does international consultation with various kosher
food manufacturers.

JOHN NEUMARK
Serafina
2043 Eastlake Avenue East
Seattle, Washington 98102
tel: 206/323-0807
www.serafinaseattle.com

John Neumark started out in the resturant industry by
helping open the Magnolia Grill with Ben and Karen Barker
in 1987. He came to Seattle in 1989 to explore the exciting
and blessed gastronomic milieu of the Pacific Northwest
and worked at Campagne Restaurant as sous-chef to
Tamara Murphy. After a brief soujourn working for a two
star Michelin restaurant in the Black Forest region of
Germany, John returned to Seattle to work at the Hunt Club
Restaurant in the Sorrento Hotel as well as Cafe Juanita in
Kirkland. In 2000, he became the executive chef at Serafina,
and in 2003, he became the general manager. He also
directs the restaurant's award-winning wine program.

JEFF NIZLEK
Silver Grille
206 East Main Street
Silverton, Oregon 97381
tel: 503/873-4035
www.silvergrille.com
Silver Grille Chef Jeff Nizlek believes every meal should be
a memorable experience and takes great care to ensure his
guests enjoy meals made from scratch using the finest local
ingredients. A graduate of the Culinary Institute ofAmerica
in Hyde Park, Nizlek become the owner and chef of the
Silver Grille in historic Silverton five years ago. He has
worked as a private chef in fine dining establishments
throughout the United States and Europe. His travels and
experiences have shaped his distinctive views of food, with
a firm belief to follow Mother Nature's lead and prepare
what's in season. He often names his entrees after the
farmer who grew the vegetables or raised the beef.
Reminiscent of a European bistro, the Silver Grille is a
warm and inviting restaurant where Nizlek showcases the
Willa mette Valley's bounty, from its fine wines to varied
crops, while ensuring his guests feel at home and have a
delightful meal.

LAURA OHM

ROB PANDO

Grand Central Baking Company
2230 SE Hawthorne Boulevard
Portland. Oregon 97214
tel: 503/232-0575
www.grandcentralbakery.com

Red Star Tavern & Roast House
503 SW Alder Street
Portland. Oregon 97204
tel: 503/222-0005
www.kimptongroup.com

In 1993. Laura moved to North Carolina to explore her
romantic vision ofThe South. Hungry. in love with butter.
and needing to pay rent. Laura talked her way into a job at
an artisan bread bakery. It was there she got her first
experience learning about the vagaries of yeast and flour.
the quiet of the wee early hours and the need for good
shoes. In 1998. Laura came to Grand Central Bakery in
Portland . Honing her laminated dough expertise at the
viennoisserie class taught at the National Baking Center.
Laura was soon immersed in her love of butter by
producing croissants and puff pastries as Grand Central's
Pastry Production Manager.

The Red Star Tavern & Roast House rekindles American
regional cuisine with the ingredients of the Northwest.
These are foods that celebrate the diverse flavors an
substantial traditions of American cooking: everything from
the Heartland to the Southwest. New England. Deep South
and Northwest. Rob gets his signature aromatics by cooking
with a wood-fired brick oven. open grills and traditional
rotisserie. Comfort in the kitchen. a sense of community
and " good heartland foods" are three traditions that Rob
Pando brings to Red Star. He takes full advantage of the
city's proximity to wine country and the nearby coast to
capitalize on the culinary riches and vinous opportunities
of the Northwest.

FRANK OSTINI
The Hitching Post
406 East Highway 246
Buellton. California 93427
tel : 805/688-0676
www.hitchingpost2. com
Frank Ostini's The Hitching Post in Santa Barbara's wine
country features an " oakfire-inspired " cuisine and his
own Pinot noir in a casual roadside steakhouse. Gourmet
magazine calls The Hitching Post the "Granddaddy" of all
steakhouses; The L.A. Times says "perfect steaks." And
Frank Prial says ....A major stop for beef and Pinot lovers."
Though The Hitching Post has been especially deluged with
Pinot lovers since being featured in the film Sideways.
veteran IPNC guests have been "in on the secret" since
Frank's first appearance at the Salmon Bake in 1992.

VITALY PALEY
Paley's Place
1204 NW 21st Avenue
Portland. Oregon 97209-1609
tel: 503/243-2403
www.paleysplace.citysearch.com
A native Russian. Vitaly Paley studied to be a concert
pianist at the Julliard School of Music. but the excitement
of cooking lured him to the restaurant business. earning
a grand diploma from the French Culinary Institute in New
York. He worked at noted New York restaurants Union
Square Cafe and Chanterelle as well as at Moulin de 10
Gorce near Limoges. France. Vitaly opened Paley's Place
in 1995. His menus reflect his love of regional Northwest
ingredients and French cuisine . Gourmet magazine editor
Ruth Reichl lauded Paley's Place as "best representing
Oregon's bounty" and Paley' s was the only West Coast
restaurant featured in The Wine Advocate's annual issue.
"Most Memorable Meals." Vitaly was honored with the
James Beard Award for " Best Chef Northwest" in 2005.

NICK PEIRANO
Nick ' s Italian Cafe
521 NE Third Street
McMinnville. Oregon 97128
tel: 503/434-4471. fax: 503/434-4471
www.nicksitaliancafe.com
Nick's Italian Cafe has been family-owned for over 29
years. Its warm atmosphere is enhanced by its location in
charming downtown McMinnville. Northern Italian in style
and noted for Nick's homemade pasta. the cafe uses the
finest products of the Northwest. The wine list features an
extensive selection of Oregon wines. including many older
vintages. In addition to having fed many a worn-out
winemaker during harvest. Nick has a long association
with the IPNC. As a founding member he has worked
nineteen years as a director and chef at the event and
contributed much to the success of the IPNC.

MOLLY SCHAFER PRIEST
Portland. Oregon
Upon graduating from DePaul University in Chicago. Molly
jump-started her culinary career as so us-chef at
Le Cochonnet. a small French bistro in the shadow of
Wrigley Field. later working as a pastry sous-chef at
The 95th. After falling in love with the natural beauty of
Oregon. she moved to the Northwest. Volunteering at the
IPNC in 1994. she met Cathy Whims of Genoa in Portland .
where Molly spent nine years responsible for the seasonal
regional Italian menus. Anyone who has played Molly at
ping-pong is familiar with her keen competitive spirit.
as when she won the 2002 Wild About Game Cook-off. A
member of the board of the Portland Culinary Alliance. she
is also a frequent volunteer for Our House and Roseburg
Women's Shelter.

CHARLES RAMSEYER

PASCAL SAUTON

Ray's Boathouse
6049 Seaview Avenue NW
Seattle, Washington 98107
tel : 206/789-3770
www_rays_com

Carafe
200 SW Market
Portland, Oregon 97201
tel: 503/248-0004
www_carafebistro_com

Swiss-born chef Charles Ramseyer discovered his love of
cooking as a teenager and apprenticed at the exclusive
Hotel Vorderen Stemen in ZUrich_ Having already traveled
the world by the age of 20, in 1980 he immigrated to
Vancouver B_C, first working for Hilton Hotels and then
the Four Seasons _Charles became known for combining
experimental flavors with his classic culinary expertise as
executive chef at Seattle's four-star Alexis Hotel _In 1993,
Ray' s Boathouse lured him to its breathtaking Puget
Sound restaurant where he continues to cultivate his
passion for deliciously simple and unusual pairings of
Pacific Northwest ingredients_Charles has been a guest
chef at the james Beard House three times and was
named one of "Ameri ca's Most Inventive Fish Chefs "
by Wine Spectator in March 2004_

A Parisian native, Sauton received his culinary training
both at L' Ecole H6teliere de Paris and the renowned
three-star Michelin restaurant Lasserre in Paris_ He
spent time working at several top Parisian restaurants
perfecting his education, then took his talents to
Cayenne, French Guyana_ Sauton and his wife,
Julie Hunter, opened Carafe in August 2003_ Carafe was
recently chosen "Best French Restaurant" for the second
year by Portland Monthly and was featured in their
November 2005 restaurant issue _Pascal received
recognition in the August 2004 issue of
Fine Cooking magazine and Carafe was voted the
"Best Value in Portland" by Bon Appetit, as well as a
"Good Deal" in Gourmet's 2004 Restaurant Guide _
Sauton recently won top honors at Seafood OREGON'S
2006 Chef Competition and will represent Oregon in
New Orleans in August 2006_ Pascal and Julie are also
finalists for the Oregon Ethics in Business Award _

THIERRY RAUTlIREAU
Rover's
2808 East Madison Street
Seattle, Washington 98112
206/325-744 2
www_rovers-seattle _com

For the more than 18 years, James Beard Award winner
Thierry Rautureau has owned Rover's, the restaurant and
chef have received incredible press recognition, including:
Mobil 4 Star and AAA 4 Diamond ratings, continuing
accolades from the Zagat Survey, a Wine Spectator "Best
of Award of Excellence" and a feature in the Collector's
Edition of Gourmet_ Thierry was honored by his native
French government with a medal of recognition for his
contribution to the gastronomic arts_He has hosted
some of the world 's most renowned chefs, celebrities and
gourmands as " The Chef in the Hat" _Thierry produces
innovative cuisine that turns dinner into fine art Thierry's
cookbook, Rover's: Recipes from Seattle ' s Chef in the
Hat, was published in fall of 2005_

ALLEN ROUTT
The Painted Lady
201 South College
Newberg, Oregon 97132
tel: 503/538-3850
www_thepaintedladyrestaurant.com

Allen Routt enrolled at the Culinary Insitute ofAmerica
at 19- While there, he interned with Bradley Ogden at
One Market in San Francisco_ After graduating in 1994,
Routt landed a spot on the line at Patrick 0' Connell's
Inn at Little Woshington_ From there he took a job with
acclaimed Chef Jean-Louis Palladin, first of Pesce, then of
the Watergate Restaurant. After a trip abroad in 1998 to
eat his way through France, Spain and Italy, Routt moved
to Miami to open Mark ' s South Beach with chef Mark
Militello_ On the recommendations of friends, Routt then
set his sights on California's Napa Valley_ All of these
varied experiences have served Allen well at The Painted
Lady, where he has access to local fine wines, as well as a
superb variety of fresh produce and coastal fish_

LISA SCHROEDER
Mama Mia Trattoria
439 SW Second Street
Portland , Oregon 97204
tel: 503/295-6464
www_mamamiatrattoria _com

Lisa Schroeder opened Mother's Bistro & Borwith her
partner, Rob Sample, in 2000_ Mother's was chosen as
"Restaurant of the Year" by Wi/lomette Week and one of
"America's Top Restaurant Bargains" by Food and Wine
magazine_ In addition to the main menu of traditional
motherly favorites from around the world , Chef Schroeder
features the cuisine of a different mother each month
(called the "M_O _M_") _This ever-changing special menu
allows her to work with seasonal ingredients,
highlighting a Ukrainian mother in December and a
Mediterranean mother in July, for example _Lisa is a
graduate of the Culinary Institute ofAmerica and worked
at Le Cirque and Lespinasse in New York City_Lisa's
Portland fans were delighted with the opening of
Mama Mia Trattoria, five doors down from Mother' s,
where Schroeder serves what she calls " Southern Italian
Soul Food" _

BILLY SCHUMAKER

STU STEIN

D.F.

The Sustainable Kitchen
tel: 541/601-8679
www.thesustainablekitchen .com

1139 NW 11th Ave
Portland, Oregon 97209
tel: 503/243-4222
Billy Schumaker picked up the basics of cooking from his
parents while growing up on a fruit and vegetable farm in
Port Clinton, Ohio. As a way to support himself through
college, he began cooking in a professional kitchen at
one of his favorite restaurants, Trotters Tavern. He quickly
developed a love and talent for cooking. After graduating
from Bowling Green State University, he moved to Portland,
Oregon to continue cultivating his knowledge of cooking.
In 1999, he and business partner Stephen Speiser traveled
to Mexico to research the culture and cuisine before opening
Taqueria Nueve in 2000. Billy and Stephen continue to
travel to Mexico to bring back authentic Mexican dishes.
Their newest restaurant, D.F., in the Pearl District of north
west Portland, opened to critical acclaim in Spring 2005 .

When it comes to regional , market-driven cooking,
many chefs talk the talk, but few walk the walk quite as
ardently as Chef Stu Stein. Showcasing the products and
artisans of the Pacific Northwest has become a mission
for Stein, author of The Sustainable Kitchen Cookbook
and chef/owner of Terr6ir-a Pacific Northwest restaurant
and wine bar set to open in early 2007 in Portland. Stu
received the 2004 Agricultural Progress "Chef of the Year"
Award from the Oregon Department of Agriculture and
has written for Fine Cooking and Edible Portland
magazines and the Ashland Daily Tidings . He has been
featured in Art Culinaire, NW Palate, Gourmet, The
Oregonian and on Fine Living television . His book, The
Sustainable Kitchen, was a 2005 World Food Media Award
nominee and a 2005 "IPPY" International Publisher Book
Awards Honorable Mention.

MARCO SHAW
Fife
4440 NE Fremont Street
Portland, Oregon 97213
tel: 971/222-3433
www.fiferestaurant.com

After receiving his Bachelor's degree in Psychology and
Sociology from Randolph-Macon College in 1991,
Marco Shaw went on to acquire a degree in Restaurant
Management from J. Sargent Reynolds Community College
in 1994. The subsequent year he became a Certified Chef by
the American Culinary Association. After cooking at various
restaurants in Virginia, New Orleans and New York City, he
spent two years in Santa Fe, New Mexico at the Coyote Cafe.
Thereafter, Marco found himself in Portland where he was
lead line cook at iOba! Restaurante. Following a four-year
tenure at Tuscany Grill, Marco opened Afe in December of 2002.

JASON STOLLER-SMITH
The Dundee Bistro
100-A SW Seventh Street
Dundee, Oregon 97115
tel: 503/554-1650
www.dundeebistro.com

ETHAN STOWELL
Union
1400 First Avenue
Seattle, Washington 98101
tel: 206/838-8000
www.unionseattle.com

Chef and owner Ethan Stowell creates exquisite daily
menus inspired by family traditions and unique
ingredients at Union, just steps from the city's world
famous Pike Place Market. Opened in 2003, Union has
received accolades from publications including Food &
Wine, Wine & Spirits, Wine Spectator and Gourmet, as
well as being named one of "The 21 Best New
Restaurants in the USA" by John Mariani for his annual
article in Esquire. Ethan has worked with Seattle chefs
Philip Mihalski of Nell's Restaurant, Tim Kelley of The
Painted Table, and his long time mentor, Joe McDonnal
of The Ruins, as well as Guenter Seeger of Seeger's in
Atlanta. Ethan traces his passion for and creativity with
cuisine back to the family kitchen, where every night was
a culinary experiment of blending traditional dishes with
contemporary ingredients and preparation.

JOHN SUNDSTROM
Jason Stoller-Smith, owner and chef of The Dundee Bistro,
began his restaurant career at age sixteen. As executive
sous-chef at Oregon's historic Timberline Lodge, Jason
gained experience as special event and catering chef and
culinary arts instructor, and showcased Northwest cuisine
as far as Bangkok. With his move to Dundee in 2002, he
infused the wine country kitchen with inspired menus,
dedication to regional products and energy to implement
his insightful plans. In 2004, he was invited to present the
James Beard Centennial Dinner in New York City. Jason
is frequently invited as a guest chef at wine oriented
events, and has participated in the food program at
Pinot Noir New Zealand.

Lark
926 12th Avenue
Seattle, Washington 98122
tel : 206/323-5275
www.larkseattle.com

John Sundstrom trained at the New England Culinary
Institute and went on to complete the two-year program
with honors. Upon moving to Seattle in 1991, John was
chef at Dahlia Lounge and then left in 1999 for Carmelita,
a vegetarian Mediterranean restaurant, where he began
to invest in organic, foraged and heirloom foods. In 2000,
he happily reintroduced fish and meat to his repertoire
when he took over the kitchen at Earth & Ocean where
he was named a Food & Wine "Best New Chef" for 2001.
In 2005, John was nominated for a James Beard Award,
"Best Chef Northwest/Hawaii". He opened Lark in
December of 2003 with his wife J.M. Enos and partner
Kelly Ronan . Their latest endeavor is Licorous, which
opened in June.

)OHNTABODA
Navarre
10 NE 28th Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97232
tel: 503/232-3555
Located in a Portland culinary hot spot on SE 28th
Street in Portland, Navarre serves up some of the
most innovative cuisine in town. An eclectic wine list
accompanies an even more eclectic menu, which features
small, tapas-style plates that vary from other-wordly lentil
salad to crab crepes. A favorite of local foodies, the dining
room is usually full of chefs and winemakers, a testament
to the quality ofTaboda's down·to-earth, hand-made cuisine.

CHERYL WAKERHAUsER
Pix Piitisserie
3402 SE Division Street
Portland, Oregon 97202
tel: 503/232 -4407
www.pixpatisserie.com
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Rona Aspholm , McMinnville, Oregon
Alex Bourgidu , Portland, Oregon
Laurie Chang, Albany, Oregon
Chris Chennell, McMinnville, Oregon
Joan Cirillo, Portland, Oregon

Pastry Chef Cheryl Wakerhauser (a.k.a. "Pix") is known
for her devotion to sweets and her distinctive style that
magically intertwines tastes and textures. After a short
lived career studying to be an astronaut, she trained at the
piitisserie of MOF Philippe URRACA in France. Pix Piitisserie
brings European flair and innovative edible art to Portland
with an assortment of elegant pastries and handmade
chocolates. To complement each delectable masterpiece,
Pix Piitisserie serves an array of dessert wines, Belgian
beers and fine spirits. Visit her newly opened second
location in North Portland where you can peer into the
chocolate/pastry laboratory and see the pastry chefs in
action. Or come to the original southeast location for the
popular all-dessert Dim Sum events.

CATHY WHIMS
Nostrana
1401 SE Morrison Street
Portland, Oregon 97214
tel : 503/234-2427
www.nostrana .com

Pasqual Contreras, Portland, Oregon
Cheryl Crumbley, Eugene, Oregon
Ray Duffield, Tigard , Oregon
Adrienne Ewanchyna, Corvallis, Oregon
Helen Fenske, Salem, Oregon
McKay Fenske, Portland, Oregon
Vern Fenske, Salem, Oregon
Don Gose, Albany, Oregon
Mary Hatz, Albany, Oregon
Rodrigo Huerta , Albany, Oregon
John Jarschke, Albany, Oregon
Adria Lagasse, McMinnville, Oregon
Eric Lundeen, McMinnville, Oregon

Cathy Whims, former executive chef at Genoa in Portland,
has been serving classic Northern Italian fare to Portland
diners for years. Cathy is a graduate of the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill, where she majored in Latin.
In the course of her professional career, Cathy has studied
with Madeleine Kamman at the highly respected School for
American Chefs, and with Marcella and Victor Hazan at their
home in Venice. Recently, Cathy cooked with Giancinto
Albarello at Genoa and in his own kitchen at the Antica
Torre Trattoria in Barbaresco, a renowned restaurant of the
Langhe. Her extensive travels throughout Italy, where she
met with chefs, restaurateurs, wine producers and distillers
bring Cathy close to the heart of Italian cooking. Nostrana,
a high-concept restaurant in Southeast Portland, opened
its doors with Whims at the helm in 2005

Richard Nelson, McMinnville, Oregon
Kaaren Nelson-Munson, Eugene, Oregon
Pamela Nelson-Munson, Eugene, Oregon
John Newman, Cannon Beach, Oregon
Molly Schaefer Priest, Portland, Oregon
Alfred Ono, Portland, Oregon
Joan Schindelar, McMinnville, Oregon
John Schindelar, McMinnville, Oregon
Gary Snyder, Lebanon, Oregon
Anne Twigg, Buellton, California
Claudia Weber, Winthrop, Washington
Ruby Willis, Sweethome, Oregon

Marie Franklin and Portland Roasting Company, for

The International Pinot Noir Celebration is a non-profit
corporation that receives no financial support from any

their critical contribution of freshly brewed coffee and

other organization, corporate or private . The event is made

espresso throughout the Celebration weekend.

possible by the contributions of a great many people who
donate their time, their expertise, their services and their

Mark Hosack, of Hudson's at the Heathman Lodge, for

products. We especially wish to thank the following :

wearing two hats as Kitchen Manager and Guest Chef.

Our deepest thanks go to Dr_ Thomas Hellie, President

Peter Boyle, crew chow chef extraordinaire, for keeping
us well fed behind -the-scenes.

of Linfield College and the staffs of the Conferences and
Events Planning Department and the Physical Plant
Department in providing their facilities , assistance and
overwhelming support.

taking and being in many places at the same time.

Georg Riedel of Riedel Crystal, for lending us more than

Steve Smith and TAZO Tea, for their generous

Rage Crowley, chief of liquid logistics, temperature

8,000 Riedel glasses for the weekend and for the special

contribution of tea products for the IPNC guests'

Vinum Extreme Pinot noir gift glasses.

enjoyment and thei r continued support of the event.

Martine Saunier of Martine's Wines, for her help importing
our international wines.

Usa Perez, Amy Morris, Monika Seryukova and
Karri Norton, for their hard work, expertise, support
and cool heads.

Trappist Abbey Wine Warehouse, especially Lana Kelly,
Oregon Dungeness Crab Commission, for their generous

for receiving and storing all the wine for the I PNC, past
and present.

donation of crab.

Howard Rossbach, Firesteed Corporation, for his generous

Mark Cooley, a.k.a. Mark Riedel, for ensuring proper

donation of Ramlosa sparkling water for Celebration meals.

stemware distribution all weekend and for providing
insight and support to his wife year round .

Nestle Waters North America, for the generous donation of
Acqua Panna and Arrowhead for Celebration meals.

David Autrey, for moving mountains on behalf of the
IPNC, his wife, their winery, and their children

Peter Kirscher of Golden Valley Brewery, McMinnville's
only local brewery, for brewing handcrafted beer for the
Oregon wine country and for the Salmon Bake.
Wayne Van loon, Rob Kowal and the wine room team, for
orchestrating the delivery of every wine to each event.
Greg Casteel, Prestige Limousine, Portland, for his help in
organizing the bus tour.
Patty Crowley, Steve Crowley, Brian Eckfeldt and Linda

levy, good-humored supply hut super-heroes, for keeping
track of everything and everything on track.
Curly's Dairy, Salem, for the use of their refrigerated trailer.

Jill McDonald and Grand Central Baking Company, for
their generous donation of artisan breads and pastries
for Celebration meals and for their continued support
of the event.
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"Nowhere is Pi not's profile embraced
more robustly than at the annual
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Jerry Shriver, U.s.A. Today

